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Abstract

With the emergence of computing and rapid progress in information technologies,
new challenges are posed for machine learning techniques to learn from observed
data. Supervised learning architectures, such as neural networks and support vector
machines, are not very efficient when learning large-scale problems due to the computational complexity and memory storage requirements. Furthermore, data with
imbalanced class distributions have a significant impact on the performance of most
standard learning algorithms. These challenges are addressed in this dissertation
through the development of efficient learning algorithms for pattern classification.
In this thesis, we proposed a new efficient machine learning approach that combines supervised and unsupervised learning, to address the problems of learning
from large-scale and imbalanced datasets. The proposed learning approach involves
two major stages. In the first stage, we propose a distributed clustering algorithm
which is used for clustering large datasets. The training samples from each class are
clustered separately, and each cluster is represented by its centroid and a weight.
In the second stage, the weighted cluster centroids are used as training samples in
supervised learning. The novelty of the proposed learning approach is that it employs a reduced but informative set of training samples, where the original training
samples are replaced with weighted cluster centroids. A theoretical framework is
also derived, which establishes the link between the proposed learning approach and
XV

Abstract
the minimization of the expected risk functional.
Several training algorithms, based on the proposed approach, are developed for
different learning architectures: multilayer perceptron neural networks, convolutional neural networks, and support vector machines. The new algorithms are
applied to several benchmark datasets, and their performances are analyzed and
compared with standard learning algorithms. Experimental results show that the
developed learning algorithms can not only learn large datasets more efficiently but
also help optimal decision making when dealing with imbalanced datasets.
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The field of machine learning is about programming computers to automatically
evolve using example data or past experience [1]. It has drawn considerable attentions in many research fields. Because the amount of data generated by a variety
of sensors, cameras, microphones and other devices is vast and rapidly increasing,
engineers and scientists now heavily rely on computers to process and analyze this
information. For example in financial area, past data need to be analyzed to build
models that are used in credit applications, fraud detection, and stock markets.
With the constantly growing number of web pages, searching for relevant information cannot be done physically but required fast search engines.
Machine learning is also effective in finding solutions or reasons to many problems including vision and speech recognition. We, as human, perform various tasks
everyday effortlessly such as spotting a family member and friend in a crowd and
recognizing handwritten scripts, or printed materials. However, it is difficult to
1

explain and specify these tasks algorithmically. In machine learning, by observing
the environment, the system can learn to distinguish patterns of interest and make
reasonable decisions.
Therefore, machine learning is now increasingly gaining popularity in many research fields such as statistics, artificial intelligence, information systems, biology,
and cognitive science. In recent years, many machine learning techniques have been
successfully developed to automate complex decision-marking and problem-solving.
They have been applied in many areas such as in data mining programs to detect network intrusion or fraudulent credit card transactions, in speech recognition
systems to transcript spoken words, in autonomous vehicles to drive on public highways among other cars. Existing machine learning techniques can be grouped into
three categories: supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised learning—with supervised and unsupervised being the dominant learning paradigms. In supervised
learning, input patterns and their associated desired output patterns are required
during training. The aim of the supervisor is to estimate the relationship between
the inputs and the outputs. Supervised learning is commonly used in applications
such as object tracking, face and gesture recognition, and skin segmentation, where
labeled examples can be obtained in advance. The disadvantages of supervised learning are: (i) the learning algorithms can get stuck in local minima, (ii) over-fitting of
data can occur in the learning, and (iii) learning can be tedious and extremely slow
process, especially with large and complex datasets [2]. In contrast to supervised
learning, unsupervised learning does not require the desired output patterns. Input
patterns are categorized according to their proximity and similarity; this is known
as natural grouping. There are several advantages in using unsupervised learning.
Firstly, this approach can discover the structure of data without using any prior
knowledge [3]. Secondly, unsupervised methods can find salient features in a large
dataset that can be used for learning in a later stage. However, the major shortcoming of unsupervised learning is that in most cases there is no ground truth to assess
the outcome of the learning process [2, 3]. Furthermore, unsupervised learning does
2
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not take into account information about the class labels of input samples.
Machine learning has been evolved on both theoretical and practical fronts. In
the theoretical work, research is focused on inventing new theories and constructing
new learning algorithms. In the practical developments, improving existing algorithms and applying them to new and challenging real-world problems are the main
concerns. The focus of this thesis is on the practical development of machine learning
and in particular how to make learning more efficient in real-world applications. The
main objective is to develop an efficient and robust learning approach for complex
tasks from large or imbalanced datasets in high-dimensional spaces, by combining
supervised and unsupervised learning.

1.1

Motivations of the research

Research in developing a new learning approach is motivated by two major pitfalls:
solving large-scale applications and addressing the imbalanced data problem.
The amount of information generated by acquisition devices is ever-growing, for
example, billions of web pages and transaction sale records at checkout terminals are
generated everyday. This typically builds to gigabytes of data which can exceed the
processing capacity of the most powerful computers. Machine learning techniques
such as neural networks and support vector machines are not very efficient when
solving large-scale problems due to the computational complexity and memory storage requirements. For example, it is not trivial to train a neural network that has
thousands of weights, using millions of samples because training may take days or
weeks. The challenge in applying SVM in large datasets is the intensive computation complexity of training algorithms which is at least quadratic with respect to
the number of training samples [4]. Hence, designing learning algorithms that can
be applied to large-scale problems effectively is one of the primary motives of this
thesis.
This research is also motivated by addressing the imbalanced data problem, also
3
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known as class imbalance problem, in which some classes are under represented by
a small number of samples compared to others. For a binary classification problem,
the class imbalance problem occurs when one class is represented by a large number
of samples (majority class), whereas the other class is represented by a few samples
(minority class). In many real-world applications, the imbalanced data problem
is very common; examples include identifying fraudulent credit card transactions,
diagnosing medical diseases, and recognizing infringing network activities. Most
machine learning algorithms work well with balanced datasets since they aim to
optimize the overall classification accuracy or a related measure. For imbalanced
datasets, the decision boundary established by standard machine learning algorithms
tend to be biased towards the majority class. Hence, the minority class samples are
more likely misclassified. In many applications, the classification accuracy of the
minority class is of the most interest to the learning task. For example, in medical
diagnosis, miss predicting a positive case is a far serious consequence than miss
predicting a negative case. Thus, reducing the effects caused by imbalanced data is
another motivation of this thesis.

1.2

Research objectives

This research aims at developing an efficient learning approach by combining supervised and unsupervised learning. The proposed approach can be easily applied to
different learning architectures for solving challenging real-world applications. The
main research objectives are to:
• Present a comprehensive literature review on existing machine learning paradigms
in both supervised and unsupervised learning, and analyze current learning
algorithms that have been employed for large-scale and class-imbalance problems.
• Develop a new learning approach that combines the strengths of unsupervised
4
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and supervised learning, and establish its theoretical foundation.
• Analyze the new learning approach on different architectures, including multilayer feed-forward neural networks, convolutional neural networks and support
vector machines, on benchmark datasets.
• Apply the proposed training algorithms to solve real-world pattern recognition
tasks, including automatic image annotation and gender recognition.

1.3

Thesis organization

The research objectives are addressed in eight chapters, with the current chapter
presenting an introduction of this research. Following is the general overview and
structure of the thesis.
• Chapter 2 gives an introduction of machine learning. Two dominant machine
learning paradigms, supervised and unsupervised learning, with various learning architectures are then discussed. A review of the existing algorithms for
solving the large-scale problems is then given.
• Chapter 3 presents a new learning approach that combines supervised and
unsupervised learning. In this approach, there are two major learning phases:
an unsupervised learning phase followed by supervised learning phase. This
chapter explains each learning phase and defines a weighted empirical function
to be used in supervised learning phase.
• Chapter 4 presents a new distributed clustering technique which is based on
principal component sub-space division. Its main purpose is to offer better
execution time and quality for clustering large and high dimensional datasets.
Moreover, the proposed clustering technique is distributable and parallelable.
The proposed clustering technique is employed in the proposed learning approach.
5
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• Chapter 5 discusses the application of the new learning approach to feedforward neural networks, namely the multilayer perceptrons. The derivations
of new weighted training algorithms for training multilayer feed-forward neural
networks are presented. Experimental results and analysis of the newly developed multilayer feed-forward neural networks training algorithms are presented
on a number of benchmark tests.
• Chapter 6 provides a description of convolutional neural networks architecture,
followed by an application of the new learning approach on this architecture.
The derivation of the backpropagation algorithm based on the new training
algorithm for convolutional neural networks is presented. Several experiments
are performed to analyze the performance of the developed training algorithm
for convolutional neural networks.
• Chapter 7 discusses the support vector machine learning architecture. A comprehensive survey of existing training algorithms for support vector machine
to solve large-scale problems is provided. This chapter also presents a new
training algorithm for support vector machine on large datasets, based on the
new learning approach. Comparisons of the developed training algorithms
with various variants of support vector machine are also presented.
• Chapter 8 addresses different aspects of the class imbalance problem followed
by a thorough review of current state-of-the-art learning algorithms for tackling
this problem. Several experiments are performed to demonstrate the capability
of the developed learning algorithms in solving the class imbalance problems.
• Chapter 9 recapitulates the works presented in the earlier chapters and ends
with suggestions for future directions.

1.4

Research publications

Here is the list of publications arising from the research undertaken in this thesis.
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• G. H. Nguyen, S. L. Phung, and A. Bouzerdoum, “Efficient SVM training with
reduced weighted samples,” in Proceedings of International Joint Conference
on Neural Networks, Barcelona, Spain, 2010, pp. 1764-1768.
• G. H. Nguyen, A. Bouzerdoum, and S. L. Phung, “Learning pattern classification tasks with imbalanced datasets,” in Pattern Recognition, P. Yin, Ed.:
InTech, 2009.
• G. H. Nguyen, A. Bouzerdoum, and S. L. Phung, “Reduced training of convolutional neural networks for pedestrian detection,” in Proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Information Technology and Applications, Hanoi,
Vietnam, 2009, pp. 61-66.
• G. H. Nguyen, A. Bouzerdoum, and S. L. Phung, “A supervised learning
approach for imbalanced datasets,” in Proceedings of the 19th International
Conference on Pattern Recognition, Tampa, Florida, USA, 2008, pp. 1-4.
• G. H. Nguyen, A. Bouzerdoum, and S. L. Phung, “Efficient supervised learning with reduced training exemplars”, in Proceedings of International Joint
Conference on Neural Networks, Hong Kong, China, 2008, pp. 2981-2987.
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Over the past decade, many important theories and algorithms have been formulated to solve different machine learning problems. Depending on the types of
problems they can solve, machine learning techniques are divided into three distinct
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areas, supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. In this chapter, we
only focus on two major paradigms in machine learning, namely unsupervised and
supervised learning, and review key learning algorithms and theories that form the
basics of machine learning. The chapter is organized as follows.
Section 2.1 focuses on clustering and unsupervised learning and its various learning architectures. Section 2.2 gives an overview of supervised learning and descriptions on the two main supervised learning architectures, namely neural networks and
support vector machines. A review of existing algorithms for solving the large-scale
problems is also presented in this section. Section 2.3 and 2.4 review ensemble and
evaluation methods, respectively. Section 2.5 presents several performance measure
in the supervised setting. Finally, Section 2.6 presents a summary to conclude the
chapter.

2.1

Clustering and unsupervised learning

Clustering consists of different algorithms for grouping a collection of patterns into
clusters (groups, subsets, or categories), such that patterns within a cluster are
similar to each other and dissimilar to patterns belonging to a different cluster. The
dissimilarity between two patterns is calculated using a distance measure, which is
defined on the feature space. In contrast to supervised learning, in which training
examples are associated with a class label, clustering analyzes training examples
without the knowledge of class labels and the underlying data distributions. Its
task is to discover the classes inherent in the dataset.
Clustering plays an important role in many disciplines that involve analysis of
multivariate data. On one hand, it is an independent tool for discovering data
distributions and correlations among features. On the other hand, it acts as a preprocessing step for other algorithms, such as data reduction and feature selection.
Clustering algorithms have been widely employed in a variety of applications, including pattern recognition, image processing, data analysis, information retrieval,
9
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and market research [5, 6, 7, 8]. Here we only give a brief review some of clustering techniques, namely hierarchical clustering, partitioning clustering, and neural
networks-based clustering.

2.1.1

Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering (HC) methods partition data patterns into a hierarchical
structure according to the similarity matrix. The outcomes of hierarchical clustering
are often visualized by a binary tree or dendrogram. HC algorithms are classified
into divisive (top-down) and agglomerative (bottom-up) methods [9].
The divisive methods start with all patterns in one cluster. Then they successively divide the cluster into smaller groups until all groups are singleton clusters or
some termination conditions are met. The divisive methods are not very popular due
to their expensive computation. For example, for a cluster with N patterns, there
are (2N −1 − 1) possible two-subset divisions; for more details on divisive clustering
algorithms, such as MONA (Monothetic Analysis) and DIANA (Divisive Analysis),
refer to [9].
The agglomerative methods work in the opposite fashion. They start with N
clusters, each containing only one pattern. Then these clusters are iteratively merged
into larger clusters, until some stopping conditions are reached. Several agglomerative clustering algorithms have been developed, based on different definitions of
distance between two clusters. These methods include single linkage [10], complete
linkage [11], median linkage, centroid linkage, and Wards minimum-variance [12].
Of these, the simplest and most popular are the single linkage and complete linkage.
In single linkage, the distance between two clusters is determined by the two closest
patterns of two clusters, see Fig. 2.1a. In contrast, in complete linkage, the distance
between clusters is defined by the maximum distance between the members of two
clusters, see Fig. 2.1b. Both single linkage and complete linkage merge two clusters
to form a large cluster based on minimum distance criteria.
10
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of linkage distance measures for (a) single linkage method
and (b) complete linkage method.
Hierarchical clustering algorithms are simple and versatile. For example, the single linkage method can be applied to a variety of datasets including well-separated,
chain-like, and concentric cluster data [13]. However, the main disadvantage is the
selection of merge or split points. Once a group of patterns is merged or split, the
next step will be performed on the new generated clusters. HC methods are not
able to correct previous misclassification. Therefore, they may result in low-quality
clusters. Furthermore, the HC methods do not scale very well, because the computational complexity is at least O(N 2 ). It limits the ability of HC methods to cluster
large sized datasets. Another disadvantage of HC is that the stopping criterion for
the merging or splitting is not well defined.

2.1.2

Partitioning clustering

Contrary to hierarchical clustering, which constructs a tree of clusters by iterative
fusion or division, a partitioning algorithm divides a collection of patterns into K
clusters with no hierarchical structure based on two conditions: (i) each cluster has
at least one pattern, and (ii) each pattern belongs to exactly one cluster. The second
condition can be relaxed in fuzzy partitioning, such as fuzzy c-means [14, 15] and
its variants [16, 17, 18].
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In principle, a partitioning algorithm creates K initial clusters and performs
pattern swapping between clusters until an objective partitioning criterion, such as
a dissimilarity function based on distance, converges. Reaching an optimal partition
requires an exhaustive enumeration of all possible solutions. Clearly, this process is
computationally prohibitive. Therefore, heuristic algorithms have been developed
to approximate the optimal solution. Two popular heuristic algorithms are the Kmeans algorithm [19, 20] and the K-medoids algorithm [9, 21]. The criterion function
plays a major role in partitioning methods. One of the most widely used criteria is
the sum of square error. Let D = {xi , i = 1, . . . , N } be the set of N d-dimensional
patterns to be clustered into a set of K clusters, C = {π k , k = 1, . . . , K}, and ck
be the mean of cluster π k . The sum of square error between ck and the patterns in
cluster π k over all K clusters is defined as

J=

N
K X
X
k=1 i=1

γk,i kxi − ck k2 ,

(2.1)

where γk,i is the membership function for pattern xi belonging to cluster π k :

γk,i =




1 if xi ∈ cluster π k

(2.2)



0 otherwise.

One of the most commonly used algorithms that employ the squared error criterion is the K-means algorithm, where each cluster is represented by the mean vector
of patterns in the cluster [19, 20]. Time complexity of K-means algorithm is O(N ),
where N is number of patterns. The K-means algorithm is by far the most popular
clustering technique in solving many practical problems, because of its simplicity,
ease of implementation, efficiency, and empirical success. However, the K-means
algorithm suffers from several drawbacks. One major drawback is that K-means
algorithm is sensitive to cluster initialization. Since it only converges to local minima, different initializations will result in different clustering partitions. To solve
the local minima problem, one can run the K-means algorithm for many times with
12
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different initializations, and then choose the partition with the smallest squared error. Another drawback is that the K-means algorithm is sensitive to outliers and
noise. A small number of patterns away from the cluster centroid can substantially
influence the mean vector. Furthermore, the K-means algorithm depends on the
number of clusters K, which needs to be predefined. However, there is no efficient
mathematical formula to identify the number of clusters.
Variants of the K-means method have been developed, which vary from the
selection of the initial partitions [22, 23, 24, 25] to the calculation of dissimilarity [26,
27]. Other variants of the K-means is the K-modes algorithm. Since the definition of
means limits the application of K-means method to only numerical data, K-modes
algorithm extends K-means to categorical variables. In K-modes, the mean of a
cluster is replaced with the mode, using a different dissimilarity measures to deal
with categorical patterns [28, 29]. Another variant of K-means is ISODATA [30],
which allows merging and splitting clusters according to some predefined threshold
to define the number of clusters.
Unlike K-means method, in which the cluster prototypes are the mean vectors,
K-medoids method utilizes real data points as the cluster prototypes and therefore
is not affected by outliers. K-medoids algorithm is also known as PAM (Partitioning
Around Medoids). It is effective on small datasets, but does not scale very well for
large datasets due to its computationally expensive processing. Extensions of partitioning methods for clustering large datasets have been proposed in the literature.
These methods will be discussed in Chapter 4.

2.1.3

Model-based clustering

As opposed to heuristic techniques such as K-means or hierarchical agglomerative
clustering, model-based clustering methods are known for their probabilistic foundation and flexibility in data modeling. Model-based clustering is not only employed
in unsupervised classification of data patterns such as document clustering [31], but
13
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also in feature selection [32]. From a probabilistic view, patterns are considered
to be generated from a mixture model of several probability distributions [33]. In
model-based clustering, patterns in different clusters are assumed to be drawn from
different probability distributions, such as multivariate Gaussian, the Poisson distribution, or t-distribution. Therefore, clustering is done by estimating the parameters
of these models and assigning each pattern to the mixture component that most
likely generates it. Figure 2.2 is an example of a simple Gaussian mixture model
consisting of three Gaussian components with different mean, variance, and weight.

Suppose a mixture model is constructed with K multivariate Gaussian densities.
Then, the mixture probability density for the entire dataset is expressed as

p(xi |Θ) =
where αk are the mixing weights (

K
X
k=1

PK

k=1

αk p(xi |θ k ),

(2.3)

αk = 1), and p(xi |θ k ) is a multivariate

Gaussian density parameterized by θ k . The goal of mixture-based clustering is to
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Figure 2.2: A simple Gaussian mixture model: (a) a three-component Gaussian
mixture model, (b) an 3-D distribution. Data are generated by three Gaussian
components. There are three clusters, each is represented by a Gaussian distribution
with different mean, variance, and weight.
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obtain the estimate of the parameter set of the mixture model,

Θ̂ = {α̂1 , α̂2 , . . . , α̂K , θ̂ 1 , θ̂ 2 , . . . , θ̂ K },
that maximizes the log-likelihood:

L(x|Θ) = log

N
Y
i=1

=

N
X
i=1

log

p(xi |Θ)
K
X
k=1

!

αk p(xi |θ k ) ,

(2.4)

where N is the number of available data samples. The expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm has been successfully used for finding maximum likelihood estimates
of model parameters [34]. After finding these model parameters, each pattern xi can
be assigned to the mixture component that has the largest posterior probability for
xi .

Model-based clustering methods have two advantages. Firstly, a model-based
clustering method often has a complexity of order N , where N is the number of patterns. Secondly, each cluster is statistically represented by a mixture component.
Despite its fast convergence and simplicity, EM algorithm has several drawbacks,
including the sensitivity to the parameters initialization and the possibility of convergence to local maximum for different types of mixtures. Several variants of the
EM algorithms have been developed to address these shortcomings. For the initial
parameter selection problem, several annealing and evolutionary such as deterministic annealing EM [35] and genetic algorithms [36] have been proposed. Other
algorithms find the appropriate initial conditions for EM learning by splitting or
merging the mixture components [35, 37]. Another method, proposed in [38], overcomes the initialization issue and converges to a local optimum, simultaneously by
integrating estimation and model selection in a single algorithm.
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2.1.4

Neural network-based clustering

Neural network approach to cluster analysis has become popular due to several
properties such as preserving topology (distance and proximity) between clusters
and learning of the data distribution. In neural network-based clustering, input
patterns are clustered using competitive (or winner-take-all) neural networks, in
which similar patterns are grouped together by the network, and represented by
a single neuron. Two examples of neural network-based clustering are the SOM
(self-organizing feature maps) [39] and the ART (adaptive resonance theory) [40].
The following discussion concerns only the SOM algorithm; a detailed discussion on
ART can be found in [41].
SOM is a neural network method for cluster analysis and visualization. It is
also categorized as a specialized model-based partitioning clustering algorithm. The
architecture of SOM is simple and has two layers of neurons: input layer and output
layer (see Fig. 2.3). Input patterns, presented at the input layer, are then weighted
and passed to the output layer. The number of neurons in the input layer is equal
to the input patterns. The weights of each output neuron serve as a prototype
pattern. Neurons in the network are connected to each other via adaptable weights.
During the training, these weights are iteratively updated until a stopping condition
is satisfied.
An appealing property of SOM is that it transforms highly dimensional data
into two- or three-dimensional grid. This key advantage of SOM preserves the underlying structure of the data by mapping similar data patterns to the same cell
on the grid [39]. However, the training of SOM critically relies on a number of
user-dependent parameters. Like the K-means algorithm, the number of clusters
(or output neurons) needs to be predefined. Furthermore, SOM may converge to
a sub-optimal partition if the initial weights and the learning rate are not selected
properly. Moreover, SOM training may also suffer from input space density misrepresentation [42]. Regions of low input density tend to be over-represented and
16
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Figure 2.3: A two-layer SOM topology: the network contains two layers of neurons:
an input layer and a mapping (output) layer of a two-dimension grid.
regions of high input density tend to be under-represented. Several variants have
been proposed in the literature to improve the shortcomings of the basic SOM. They
have been applied to many applications including financial analysis [43], mathematic
[44], speech or speaker recognition [45], color quantization [46], and color clustering
for image segmentation [47].

2.2

Supervised learning

In supervised learning, input patterns are associated with their predefined labels.
Supervised learning aims to estimate the input-output relationship, or the underlying function f (x), by using a training set of N pairs (xi , yi ), where xi ∈ ℜd is the
input vector and yi is the desired output. Classification and regression are two types
of supervised learning problems. In classification, the learning task is to construct a
classifier to predict categorical labels, i.e. yi takes on discrete values. Classification
problems are commonly found in many areas such as object recognition, face and
gesture recognition, hand-written recognition, and text classification. Regression is
often regarded as a function approximation problem. The goal of regression is to find
a mapping between input x and output y. In contrast to classification, the output
17
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Figure 2.4: Supervised learning process: Learning stage: models or classifiers are
built based on the training data, Test stage: accuracy of the developed classifiers is
estimated on the test data.
y in regression takes on continuous values. Regression problems exist in many fields
including time-series analysis, control and navigation system, and financial analysis.
Applying supervised learning to solve a particular problem involves two stages,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. In the first stage, the learning algorithm constructs a
mathematical model of a classifier based on a given training dataset. The learning phase can be time-consuming for a very large training set. In learning from
empirical data, the main focus is on designing algorithms that can be applied to
large-scale problems efficiently. In second stage, the developed classifier is used to
make predictions on the test data and its accuracy is assessed. Although there are
many supervised learning approaches, we only present a review of the commonly
used techniques, namely neural networks and support vector machines.

2.2.1

Artificial Neural Networks

The artificial neural networks have been inspired by biological observation of a very
complex learning system, the human brain. The first study in neural networks began in 1943 with the work of McCulloch and Pitts [42]. Over the past sixty years,
neural networks have been evolved into powerful computation systems, which are
able to learn complex nonlinear input-output relationships, use sequential learning
procedures, and adapt themselves to changes in the environments. A neural network
can be considered as a parallel computing system that consists of a massive inter18
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Figure 2.5: Neural networks topologies: (a) Feed-forward network, (b) Recurrent
network.
connection of simple processing units referred to as neurons. Its task is to model
the brain ability to perform a certain task.
There are two general types of network topologies: feed-forward networks and
feedback networks. In feed-forward neural networks, neurons are arranged in layers,
in which information from the input layer flows only in the forward direction to the
output layer, as depicted in Fig. 2.5a. Feedback neural networks, on the other hand,
have a much more complex topology. In these networks, the connections between
neurons can form directed cycles, as depicted in Fig. 2.5b. Hence, information can
travel in both directions and result in nonlinear dynamical behavior. The output
of feedback or recurrent networks depends on not only the current input but also
previous inputs and outputs. Therefore, they can be trained for time series prediction tasks such as prediction in financial markets and speech recognition. Although,
recurrent networks are more powerful than feed-forward networks, they are difficult
to train and may become unstable. On the contrary, feed-forward networks are
inherently stable networks, and thus they have been widely used in solving many
practical problems.
The most popular neural network architecture for pattern classification is the
multilayer perceptron (MLP) or multilayer feed-forward neural network. A multilayer perceptron is a neural network that consists of several layers of fully connected
perceptrons. They have been successfully used to solve a wide range of pattern
19
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recognition problems. Their popularity has been primarily due to the parallel implementation, the fault tolerance, the capacity for generalization, and the availability
of efficient learning algorithms. One critical problem of MLP when applying it to
image processing is that the topological structure of the input patterns is neglected
and inputs to the MLP are treated as one-dimensional vector [48]. Therefore, a
new type of network structure has been proposed, known as convolutional neural networks; this architecture has gained much interest in both speech and image
analysis [49, 50].

2.2.2

Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) introduced by Vapnik [51] are one of the most
fascinating recent developments in classifier design. The structure of a SVM shown in
Fig. 2.6, is similar to that of a neural network. However, the procedures of obtaining
these structures for neural networks and SVMs are different. In neural networks,
determining an appropriate structure such as the number of hidden layer neurons
involves heuristic techniques and extensive experimentation. On the other hand,
the process of constructing an SVM evolves from analytical methods. Therefore,
the numbers of hidden neurons in Fig. 2.6 which are the support vectors of the
SVM, are automatically determined from training.
In SVMs, the original input space is first transformed into a higher dimensional
feature space through a nonlinear mapping such as polynomial or radial basis function. In this space, SVM then searches for the optimal separating hyperplane that
maximizes the margin between classes. SVMs have several important properties
including the ability to model complex nonlinear decision boundaries, excellent generalization performance in a wide variety of applications, less prone to overfitting,
and a compact description of the learning models.
However, one major drawback of SVMs is the intensive computational complexity of training algorithm, which is at least quadratic with respect to the num20
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Figure 2.6: Network architecture of Support Vector Machines.
ber of training patterns.

This limits SVMs from modeling large-scale applica-

tions. Many algorithms have been developed for training SVMs more efficiently,
including chunking [51], Osuna decomposition method [52] and sequential minimal
optimization [53, 54].

2.2.3

Learning from large-scale data

While fast growing databases provide an opportunity to build high-quality predictive
models, they also impose several difficulties on computation, storage, processing
and learning. Although neural networks can learn highly complex concepts, given
adequate data using the back-propagation algorithm (and its variants), they still
exhibit some drawbacks when applyed to large-scale real-world problems. This is
because their training time and computation cost increase with the number of free
parameters and training samples [55]. Moreover, large scale datasets with high
dimensional inputs are hard to analyze due to the dimensionality curse.
In general, learning algorithms for large-scale problems can be classified into
two categories: online learning and batch learning. Online learning algorithms, e.g.
stochastic gradient-based learning [56, 57], update the network parameters after
the presentation of each training sample. These algorithms can cope with very
large datasets. However, because only one training sample is considered each time,
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online algorithms are not able to fully optimize the cost function, and the network
may “forget” previous training samples [58]. In batch training, the optimization
process is performed on the entire training set. While batch training works well for
medium-sized networks and training sets, it is not efficient for large problems due
to the requirement of storing and processing the entire dataset [2].
Sampling techniques are often employed to solve the large-scale problem. The
redundancy in original dataset is reduced by selecting a small subset that is sufficient for learning predictive models. Even though random selection is certainly the
simplest and easiest way to select these samples, it has some drawbacks. Samples
from some regions may not be selected, resulting in poor prediction in those regions. Moreover, one has to determine a suitable number of training samples; too
few selected samples will result in under representation and vice versa.
A common strategy for selecting appropriate training samples is progressive sampling which is proposed by Provost [59] for decision trees. It starts building models
on a reasonably small training set and progressively on a large training set until
prediction performance no longer improves. Progressive sampling searches for the
optimal model accuracy and training size by means of a learning curve which illustrates the relationship between the model accuracy and training set size. While
great improvements were reported on large scale experiments [60, 61, 62], progressive
sampling itself is not suitable for other machine learning techniques such as neural
networks. The reason is that as training size increases, it is necessary to increase
the network complexity to achieve better generalization. However, neural networks
cannot adjust their model complexity using the back-propagation algorithm. Peng
et al. recently overcame this shortcoming by integrating progressive sampling and
ensemble methods to train neural networks [60].
Another sampling selection algorithm, which is more systematic to random selection, is active learning. It aims to reduce the number of training samples by selecting
only the most informative according to a predefined cost function [63]. During training, a subset of samples, selected from a candidate set, is added to the training set.
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The learning algorithm repeatedly queries samples and updates its learned rules till
convergence. In active learning, there are two main approaches: incremental learning
[64] and selective learning [65]. These two approaches differ mainly in their sample
selection methods. Incremental learning is more common than selective learning.
There are several incremental learning algorithms that have been developed, such
as uncertainty based sampling [66], query-by-committee [67, 68], statistical learning
models [69, 70, 71], and localized generalization error [72].

Another strategy to tackle high-complexity problems is to simplify the learning
process. Various task decomposition methods have been developed based on the
divide-and-conquer concept [73]. Instead of utilizing a large network, task decomposition methods divide a problem into a set of smaller and simpler sub-problems.
Then, a network module is assigned to learn each of the subtasks. The results
obtained from solving these sub-problems are then combined to form a final solution. Decomposition methods can vary depending on the techniques of dividing a
task into many smaller and simpler subtasks. For example, methods proposed in
[73, 74, 75, 76] partition the dataset based on class decomposition. Give a K-class
problem, the original problem can be broken down into K or K(K − 1)/2 two-class
subproblems by using the class relations. By splitting datasets this way, each module is only trained on a small training set. However, when K is very large, a large
number of modules will have to be learned and thus resulting in excessive computational cost. Other partitioning methods use intelligent learners to split the data
such as genetic based partitioning algorithms [77] and clustering based algorithms
[78, 79]. Task decomposition methods also vary depending on the procedure used
for combining the individual modules into a solution, such as voting, probability
estimation, crosstalk, generic algorithms [80], min-max-modular for MLP [73], and
gating networks [78].
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2.3

Ensemble methods

Ensemble methods are general and effective for improving the accuracy of any learning algorithm. Ensemble methods combine a series of weak learned models into a
single strong learned model. Boosting [81] and bagging [82] are two widely known
ensemble learning methods.
• Boosting improves the performance of weak classifiers by forcing the learners
to focus on the difficult examples. In boosting, each training pattern is associated with a weight, and a series of individual learners are iteratively trained.
After a training iteration, the distribution of training data is altered by updating the weights to allow the subsequent learner to focus on difficult examples.
Finally, a strong learner is formed by combining the results of all weak learners. AdaBoost, introduced by Freund and Schapire [81], is a popular boosting
algorithm.
• Bagging: The learning procedure consists of three steps: resampling several
subsets at random with replacement from a given training set, building multiple learners on those subsets, and combining their predictions to make the
final prediction [82]. A bagging learner has a significant improvement over a
single learner due to the reduction in the variance of the individual learner.

2.4

Evaluation methods

Designing a supervised learning system requires the estimation of generalization
error. In this section, we discuss two methods that are commonly used to estimate
generalization error of training models: the holdout method and the n-fold crossvalidation.
• Holdout method is the simplest method of estimating the generalization
error. A given dataset is partitioned into two disjoint subsets: a training set
24
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Figure 2.7: A procedure of five-fold cross validation: the final estimate accuracy is
the average across all five trials.
and a test set. The model parameters are derived based on the training set
and the model accuracy is estimated on the test set. One disadvantage of this
method is that it reduces the amount of available data for both training and
testing. Moreover, the estimated classifier performance may vary depending
on the partitioning of data.

• n-fold cross-validation was proposed by Lachenbruch and Mickey [83]. It
improves the holdout method by utilizing all available data for training and
testing more efficiently. In a n-fold cross-validation method, the dataset is
divided into n disjoint subsets of approximately equal size, and the holdout
method is applied n times. Each time one subset is used for testing and the
remaining subsets collectively serve as the training set, see Fig. 2.7. The
final performance is derived by averaging the generalization error across all n
trials. This evaluation method is time-consuming, because n training trials
are needed in a n-fold cross-validation.
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Prediction
class
Positive
Negative

True class
Positive
Negative
True Positive False Positive
(TP)
(FP)
False Negative True Negative
(FN)
(TN)

Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for a two-class classification task

2.5

Supervised learning performance measures

Having trained a classifier, one now consider how to evaluate its generalization performance, which is the prediction capability on an independent test set. Evaluation
metrics play an important role in machine learning. They not only measure the
quality but also guide the learning algorithms. Here, we review several metrics
that are commonly used to assess classifier performance, such as precision, recall,
F-measure, sensitivity, specificity, geometric mean, Kappa coefficient, ROC curve,
AUC, and precision-recall curve. These common metrics are defined based on the
confusion matrix. An example of a confusion matrix for a two class problem is shown
in Table 2.1. The table has two rows and two columns that report the number of
True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN), and True Positives
(TP).
Precision, Recall and F-measure metric arise from the fields of information retrieval. Since both precision and recall are defined with respect to the positive class,
they are often used when performance of positive class (the minority class in many
instances) is considered.

• Precision of a classifier is the percentage of positive predictions made by the
classifier that are correct,

Precision =

TP
.
TP + FP

(2.5)
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• Recall is the percentage of true positive that are correctly detected,
Recall =

TP
.
TP + FN

(2.6)

• F-measure is defined as the harmonic mean of recall and precision [84]. A
high F-measure value signifies a high value for both precision and recall,

F-measure =

2 × Recall × Precision
.
Recall + Precision

(2.7)

Sensitivity, specificity and Geometric mean are utilized when performance of
both classes are concerned and expected to be high simultaneously.
• Sensitivity measures the proportion of true positives which are correctly identified (the accuracy on the positive examples):

Sensitivity = Recall.

(2.8)

• Specificity measures the proportion of true negatives which are correctly
identified (the accuracy on the negative examples):

Specificity = 1 −

FP
.
Total Negatives

(2.9)

• G-mean, suggested in [85], indicates the balance between classification performances on the majority and minority class. This metric takes into account
both the sensitivity and the specificity:

G-mean =

p

Sensitivity × Specificity.

(2.10)

• Kappa coefficient: In 1983, Congalton introduced Kappa analysis for remote
sensing accuracy assessment [86]. Kappa coefficient is a measure of accuracy
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of a
samples
Prediction
class
1
2
3
k
Total

typical error matrix consisting of k classes and N

1
x1,1
x2,1
x3,1
xk,1
x+,1

True class
2
3
k
x1,2 x1,3 x1,k
x2,2 x2,3 x2,k
x3,2 x3,3 x3,k
xk,2 xk,3 xk,k
x+,2 x+,3 x+,k

Total
x1,+
x2,+
x3,+
xk,+
N

between the classifier responses and the ground truth as indicated by the major
diagonal and the chance agreement, which is signified by the row and column
totals of the error matrix, or confusion matrix. In Kappa analysis, a static K̂
is an estimate of Kappa. A typical k classes and N samples error matrix are
shown in Table 2.2. The diagonal of the matrix describes those samples that
were correctly classified and every error made by the classifier relative to the
ground reference is summarized in the off-diagonal cells of the matrix [87]. K̂
is computed as follow,

N
K̂ =

k
X
i=1

xii −

N2 −

k
X

(xi,+ x+,i )

i=1

k
X

,

(2.11)

(xi,+ x+,i )

i=1

where xi,i is the number of correctly assigned samples in row i and column i,
and xi,+ and x+,i are the marginal totals for row i and column i, respectively.
• ROC curve: The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is one of the most
common measures for assessing the overall classification performance [88].
ROC curve is a graph showing the relationship between benefits (correct detection rate or true positive rate) and costs (false detection rate or false positive
rate) as the decision threshold varies. The ROC curve shows that for any
classifier, the true positive rate cannot increase without also increasing the
false positive rate. The true positive rate is the same as recall, and the false
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detection rate (FDR) is equal to

FDR =

FP
.
Total Negatives

(2.12)

• AUC: A ROC curve gives a visual indication if a classifier is better than
another classifier over a range of operating points. However, summarizing ROC
performance to a single metric is sometimes preferred when comparing different
classifiers. One common method is to compute the area under the ROC curve.
AUC is a portion of the area of the unit square: its value is between 0 and
1. The larger is the AUC, the better is the classifier performance. AUC does
not place more weight on one class over another.However, it is possible that a
high AUC classifier may perform worse in a specific region of ROC space than
a low AUC classifier.
• Precision-Recall (PR) Curve: In information retrieval, PR Curve is used
in a similar fashion as the ROC curve. The PR curve depicts the relationship
between precision and recall as the classification threshold varies.
A single measure such as precision, recall, F-measure, sensitivity, specificity, G-mean
or AUC provides limited information. Therefore, it is necessary to combine different
metrics and performance curves, to efficiently evaluate different learning algorithms.

2.6

Chapter summary

An introduction of machine learning concepts has been presented in this chapter.
The study of machine learning has developed to a broad discipline with many approaches and methodologies. Clustering and unsupervised with various learning
techniques are reviewed, namely hierarchical and partitioning unsupervised clustering, model-based and neural network-based clustering algorithms. In the supervised
setting, various important learning architectures, including neural networks and
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support vector machines are studied, followed by a review of existing algorithms for
solving the large-scale problem. This chapter also reviewed several methods, including bagging and boosting, to increase overall accuracy of classifiers by combining a
series of individual classifiers. Several methods are presented for accuracy estimation
and n-fold cross-validation is recommended method. Numerous performance measures of the supervised learning are discussed. Amongst those metrics, F-measure,
G-means, and Kappa coefficient are useful alternatives to the classification rate,
especially when the minority class is of the main interest.
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Supervised learning architectures, such as neural networks and support vector
machines, offer many desired properties in machine learning. For example, neural
networks are well known for parallel processing, non-linear mapping, and universal
function approximation, whereas support vector machines are recognized for their
excellent generalization performance and for providing a compact description of the
learning models. However, a limitation of supervised learning is the inefficiency
in processing large and complex datasets. Moreover, supervised learning is very
sensitive when learning with large or imbalanced datasets. Unsupervised learning,
on the other hand, provides an independent tool for discovering distributions and
correlations among data features. Therefore, it can operate as a pre-processing step
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for data or feature reduction. In this chapter, we present a new machine learning
approach that combines the strengths of supervised and unsupervised learning. The
proposed approach can be applied to different architectures for learning complex
tasks from large or imbalanced datasets in high-dimensional spaces.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents a general setting of
the learning problem that forms the foundation for the proposed machine learning
algorithm. Section 3.2 gives the theoretical foundation of the proposed approach.
Section 3.3 presents a practical implementation of the proposed learning approach.
Finally, Section 3.4 presents a summary to conclude the chapter.

3.1

General setting of learning from data

A learning method is an algorithm that establishes the relationship between the
inputs and outputs of a process from the observed data. Once the underlying function is accurately formed, it can be used to predict system outputs for new input
values. The goal of learning is to make accurate predictions, which is also known as
generalization. Vapnik described a general learning model from empirical examples
using three components [51]:
• a generator of random input vectors x, drawn independently from a fixed but
unknown distribution P (x);
• a supervisor that returns an output vector y for every input vector x, according
to the fixed conditional distribution P (y|x), which is also unknown; and
• a learning machine capable of implementing a set of functions f (x, α), α ∈ Λ,
where Λ is a set of parameters.
To find the best approximation produced by the learning machine, the discrepancy or loss L(y, f (x, α)) between the response y of the supervisor to a given input
x and the response f (x, α) provided by the learning machine is measured. The
expected value of the loss given by the prediction risk functional
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R(α) =

Z

L(y, f (x, α)) dP (x, y),
(X ,Y)

α ∈ Λ,

(3.1)

where X and Y represent the space of all components of x and y, respectively.
The goal of learning is to select a function f (x, α∗ ) from the given set of functions f (x, α) that best approximates the response of supervisor. The selection is
based on the knowledge of a finite training set of N random independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples (x1 , y1 ), ..., (xN , yN ), generated according to joint
distribution P (x, y) = P (y|x)P (x).
This formulation is general and can describe many learning problems such as
interpolation, regression, density estimation and classification [51]. In this thesis,
we focus on the problem of pattern classification. Consider a two-class classification
problem, where the supervisor response takes only two values y = {y1 , y2 } and a set
of functions f (x, α), which accepts only two values. Hence, the loss function can be
defined as
L(y, f (x, α)) =




0 if f (x, α) = y,

(3.2)



1 if f (x, α) 6= y.

With the loss function given above, the risk functional (3.1) is the probability of
classification error.
There are two main learning approaches. In the first approach, learning is considered as minimizing the risk functional on empirical data. In the second approach,
learning is considered as estimating the densities by solving integral equations. Next,
we will elaborate on both approaches.

3.1.1

Risk functional minimization problem

Since the probability measure P (x, y) is unknown, minimizing the prediction risk
is a difficult problem. The classical method for solving this problem is to apply the
inductive principle known as “empirical risk minimization” [51] to minimize the risk
functional (3.1). The expected risk functional R(α) is replaced by the empirical risk
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functional or the average loss on the training data
N
1 X
Remp (α) =
L(yi , f (xi , α)),
N i=1

α ∈ Λ.

(3.3)

The idea is to approximate the function f (x, α∗ ) which minimizes the risk (3.1) by
the function f (x, αo ) which minimizes empirical risk (3.3). In the pattern classification problem, when L(yi , f (xi , α)) ∈ {0, 1}, minimizing the empirical risk functional
yields a function which has the smallest number of errors on the training set.

3.1.2

Density estimation problem

The second approach to the learning problem is based on the idea of estimating
densities such as joint probability by solving integral equations of the type

Z

x
−∞

Z

y

p(ξ, ζ)dξdζ = P (x, y),

(3.4)

−∞

where P (x, y) is unknown but the data are given and p(x, y) is the joint probability
density function. If the unknown distribution function P (x, y) is continuous, the
learning problem is related to the problem of estimating the probability measure
in the uniform mode [51]. Hence, under this condition the functional (3.1) can be
minimized and a more general solution to the learning problem can be achieved.
Suppose the loss function L(y, f (x, α)) is uniformly bounded by a quantity — this
is true for the pattern recognition problem. Then the risk functional (3.1) can be
rewritten in the form

R(α) =

Z

L(y, f (x, α))dP (x, y) =

ZZ

L(y, f (x, α))p(x, y)dxdy,

(3.5)

where p(x, y) is the joint probability density function.
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3.2

Theoretical framework of the proposed learning approach

Consider the problem of pattern recognition, where the inputs of the system are
continuous variables x ∈ ℜd and the responses of the supervisor are discrete random
c

variables y = y1 , . . . , yN , the joint density p(x, y) is defined as
c

p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y) =

N
X
i=1

πi p(x|yi )δ(y − yi ),

(3.6)

where N c is the number of classes, yi is the output vector of class i, and p(y) is the
probability mass of discrete random variable y, which is defined as
c

p(y) =

N
X
i=1

πi δ(y − yi ),

(3.7)

where πi is the prior probability of class i, and δ(.) is the Dirac delta function,

i

δ(y − y ) =




1,

for y = yi



0,

(3.8)

otherwise.

Substituting Equation (3.6) in (3.5), we obtain,
c

R(α) =

ZZ

L(y, f (x, α))

i=1

c

=

N
X
i=1

N
X

πi

Z

πi p(x|yi )δ(y − yi )dxdy

L(yi , f (x, α))p(x|yi )dx,

(3.9)
(3.10)

X

where X represents the space of all components of x and p(x|yi ) is the class conditional density of observing sample x given class i.
For each class i, let the space X be partitioned into K i non-overlapping regions
S i i
X = K
k=1 Ωk . We assume the regions are convex and can have arbitrary shapes.

Hence, the risk functional (3.10) can be written as
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c

R(α) =

N
X

i

πi

i=1

K Z
X
k=1

L(yi , f (x, α))p(x|yi )dx.

(3.11)

Ωik

It follows from the Mean Value Theorem (MVT) that for continuous and bounded
function h(x) over a closed and finite region Ω, there exists a point m ∈ Ω such that
Z

h(x)dx = VΩ h(m),

(3.12)

Ω

where VΩ is the hyper volume of the region Ω.
By substituting (3.12) into (3.11), the risk functional can be written as
i

c

R(α) =

N
X

πi

i=1

k=1

c

=

N
X
i=1

K
X

L(yi , f (mik , α))p(mik |yi )Vki

(3.13)

L(yi , f (mik , α))Pki ,

(3.14)

i

πi

K
X
k=1

where Vki is the hyper volume of region Ωik and the term Pki = p(mik |yi )Vki is the
probability mass of data sample mik in sub-region Ωik .
Note that in practice the data samples {mi1 , . . . , miK i }, which exist in the subregions {Ωi1 , . . . , ΩiK } and the probability mass Pki are unknown. In order to develop
a learning algorithm based on (3.14), they must be approximated.

3.3

The proposed learning approach

In order to minimize the risk functional (3.14), there are three aspects that we need
to address for each class i: (i) partitioning the space X into non-overlapping regions
Ωik , (ii) determining the points mik ∈ Ωik , and (iii) deriving the probability mass Pki .
In this dissertation, we use clustering to partition the space into sub-regions Ωik .
Unsupervised clustering is performed independently on each class i to partition the
original training samples that belong to class i into K i clusters {Ωi1 , . . . , ΩiK i }. Each
cluster is represented by its centroid cik . We then use the centroid of each cluster
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to approximate the corresponding point mik in cluster Ωik . Thus, the risk functional
(3.14) can be approximated as
c

R(α) ≈ Rapp (α) =

N
X

i

πi

i=1

K
X

L(yi , f (cik , α))Pki .

(3.15)

k=1

Once clustering is completed, we use cluster centroids {cik , k = 1, . . . , K} as new
training samples, and the label of the new training sample is derived from the label
of the corresponding cluster. Note that only the new training samples are used
to minimize the approximated risk functional (3.15). There are numerous clustering techniques including K-means [89], general C-means [90], hierarchical clustering
[41], and self-organizing maps [91]. Although any of the aforementioned clustering
techniques can be used, a suitable clustering technique is application-dependent and
could be guided by the probability distribution of the input data. In the next chapter, we will introduce a clustering technique that is suitable for partitioning large
datasets.
The probability mass Pki is derived based on a frequency approach. Let zki be
the number of samples in cluster Ωik , the probability mass Pki is approximated as,

Pki =

zki
,
Ni

(3.16)

where N i is the number of samples in class i.
In this study, the prior probability πi for class i can be assumed in two ways:
• The prior probability πi is equal for each class, πi = 1/N c . In this case, the
approximated risk functional can be written as
c

i

N
K
1 XX
zi
Rapp (α) = c
L(yi , f (cik , α)) ki .
N i=1 k=1
N

(3.17)

• The prior probability πi is proportional to the class size N i , πi = N i /N ,
where N is the total number of samples in the original dataset. Thus, the
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approximated risk functional can be written as
c

i

N
K
1 XX
Rapp (α) =
L(yi , f (cik , α))zki .
N i=1 k=1

(3.18)

The value f (cik , α) is the response produced by a classifier model, such as a neural
network or a support vector machine. The discrepancy or loss function L(yi , f (cik , α))
measures the difference between the true response yi to a given input cik and the
response f (cik , α); different loss functions can be used, such as the mean square
error and the cross entropy function. In this dissertation, we develop learning algorithms based on (3.17) and (3.18) for three learning architectures, namely multilayer
feed-forward neural networks, convolutional neural networks and support vector machines. These algorithms are presented in later chapters.

3.4

Chapter summary

In this chapter, a new machine learning approach that combines supervised and unsupervised learning is presented. The proposed machine learning approach involves
two major steps. First, unsupervised clustering is employed to extract cluster centroids from the original dataset. The representative cluster centroids are then formed
as a new training set. Second, a classifier model is constructed based on the new
training set. Here, different learning algorithms can be derived to minimize the
approximated risk functional (3.15). The novelty of the new machine learning approach is that it utilizes only a small yet informative data samples which are formed
from the original data using unsupervised clustering. By representing the original
training set with a set of salient training samples, the learning process is able to
handling large datasets efficiently. In the following chapters, we apply this new
learning approach to several architectures including multilayer feed-forward neural
networks, convolutional neural networks and support vector machines.
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Clustering is a fundamental technique in unsupervised learning, where a set of
samples is divided into several clusters so that the intra-cluster similarity is maximized while the inter-cluster similarity is minimized. Clustering often encounters
large datasets which consist of thousands of patterns characterized by hundreds
of attributes. Therefore, scalable clustering algorithms capable of handling high
dimensional data are required. Most classical clustering algorithms such as hierarchical clustering [9], K-means [19], partition around medoids (PAM or K-medoids)
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[92], self-organizing maps (SOM) [39], and ISODATA [30] perform well on small
datasets of hundreds or thousands of data patterns, but are not scaled well to large
datasets. The main reason is that memory requirement and computation time for
clustering of all the data at the same time become prohibitive. Hence, we propose a
new distributed clustering algorithm that can be applied to large and high dimensional datasets. The distributed clustering algorithm is designed based on a classical
clustering such as K-means and a new subspace data partitioning. The aim of the
proposed distributed clustering is to offer a better execution time and clustering
quality.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 reviews state-of-the-art clustering algorithms designed for large datasets. Section 4.2 introduces the proposed
distributed clustering algorithm. Section 4.3 presents the experimental results. The
experiments are conducted both on synthetic and real datasets to compare the proposed algorithm with other distributed clustering algorithms. Finally, Section 4.4
concludes the chapter.

4.1

Clustering large datasets

Many new clustering techniques have been developed to improve the clustering performance in term of speed and quality. Popular algorithms include BIRCH [93],
CURE [94], ROCK [95], K-means and its variant [22, 96, 97], CLARA [9], CLARANS
[98], and EMADS [99]. There algorithms will be discussed in this section.
Hierarchical clustering methods such as agglomerative and divisive method are
simple and versatile. However, their computational time and space complexity prohibit from applying to large scale datasets. Therefore, Zhang et al. [93] has proposed
a new hierarchical clustering method, named BIRCH. It is capable for clustering
large amount of data, and it is robust to outliers. In BIRCH, a data structure,
called clustering feature (CF) tree, is introduced to efficiently store the summary of
the original data. Its computational complexity is linearly proportional to the num40
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ber of data patterns. The only restriction of BIRCH is that it is unable to identify
arbitrary cluster shapes. Guha et al. [94] proposed a HC algorithm, named CURE,
to study different cluster shapes. However, BIRCH and CURE algorithms are limited to numerical datasets. Hence, Guha et al. [95] proposed an agglomerative HC
algorithm called ROCK, to group data with categorical attributes.
Among the scalable clustering algorithms, partitioning clustering methods such
as K-means algorithm and its variants are the most widely used. Bradley et al. [22]
proposed a method of scaling K-means algorithm, called ScaleKM. It is based on
identifying three regions in the data: regions that are compressible, regions that
must be retained in memory, and regions that are discardable. A pattern is compressible if it is in a tight sub-cluster, whereas a pattern is discardable if it is at the
center of a cluster. When a pattern is neither compressible nor discardable, it is
maintained in main memory. By creating a buffer memory to store data patterns in
compressed form, ScaleKM effectively reduces the number of scannings of the entire
dataset. Bradley et al. [100] later applied the same idea for scalable EM mixture
model-based clustering. Stoffel and Belkoniene [96] developed a parallel technique
for K-means clustering algorithm that can be applied on large distributed datasets.
They demonstrated that the parallel K-means is scalable and can accelerate the
processing time. Divide-and-conquer is another technique of scaling K-means algorithm. In [97], Hore and Hall suggested dividing data patterns randomly into
disjoint subsets and applying K-means independently on these subsets. Then, a
global set of centroids is formed by combining all the centroids of these subsets.
Conventional K-medoid algorithm does not work well with large datasets. To
deal with larger datasets, a method called CLARA (clustering large applications),
is developed by Kaufman and Rousseeuw [9]. Its key idea is that if a subset of
patterns is sampled randomly, the original dataset should be approximately represented by this small subset. Therefore, CLARA randomly selects multiples subsets
of patterns and performs K-medoids on these subsets, and returns the best clustering. One problem with this method is that it does not guarantee to generate
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high quality clusters. Therefore, clustering large applications based on randomized
search (CLARANS) algorithm is then proposed by Ng and Han [98] to improve the
CLARA method. Unlike CLARA, which limits search in a local subset of patterns,
CLARANS searches a random subset of the neighbors for a potential solution. Experimental results show CLARANS has better performance than CLARA. However,
its computational complexity is O(N 2 ) which makes CLARANS not so effective on
large datasets.
Model-based clustering methods have received much attention recently due to
their probabilistic foundation and practical significance. There exists a number of
work on improving the model-based clustering methods to handle large datasets.
These include incremental EM [101], on-line EM [102], scalable EM [100], and
EMADS (EM algorithm for data summaries) [99]. Besides aforementioned approaches, there are other techniques that play important part in clustering large
datasets including parallel and incremental techniques. In parallel algorithms, a
clustering task is divided and distributed over a network of workstations. Hence,
these algorithms can effectively use computational resources and significantly improve overall performance in both time and complexity [103, 104, 105]. Incremental
clustering techniques handle patterns one at a time and assign them to existing
clusters. Hence, they do not require the storage of the entire dataset. Examples
of incremental clustering techniques are the ART family [40] and the COBWEB
system [106].

4.2

Proposed distributed clustering technique

The proposed clustering algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, a given
dataset D is partitioned into number of subsets, D = D1 ∪ . . . ∪ DN , via a subspace division. Unlike other divide-and-conquer techniques, such as dividing data
randomly into equal size subsets, presented in [97], we employ principal component
analysis (PCA) technique to divide the data into subsets. PCA is used to project
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Table 4.1: Distributed clustering technique based on PCA
Input: Global data of M patterns
Output: K clusters
Stage 1:
1. Project the global data into a lower dimensional subspace using PCA
2. Apply K-means algorithm on this subspace to form N subsets
Stage 2:
1. Cluster each subset by a standard clustering technique such as K-means or
fuzzy C-means
3. Collect cluster centroids from each subset to form a final set of cluster centroids.

data to a lower dimensional subspace. The key idea of PCA-based dimension reduction is that it selects the dimensions with the largest variances. K-means algorithm
is applied on this subspace to partition the global data into subsets. In the second
stage, each subset is partitioned using a classical clustering algorithm such K-means.
Then centroids of subsets are combined to form a global set of centroids.
The key advantage of the proposed distributed clustering technique is the robustness in finding representative clustering centroids. The structure of the global data
can be preserved and therefore providing a framework for clustering large datasets
without processing all data at once. Moreover, with this implementation, each
subset contains a small amount of data, thus speeding up the clustering process.
Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is distributable and parallelable. Table 4.1
presents a summary of the distributed clustering technique.

4.3

Experiments and results

This section analyses the proposed distributed clustering technique and compare it
with other clustering techniques. Experiments are carried out on both synthetic
and real datasets. In this study, the K-means clustering algorithm is adopted as the
standard clustering technique; this algorithm is implemented in the DCPR toolbox
[107]. Note that in K-means clustering, the initial clusters are formed randomly.
For comparison, the distributed clustering technique, KM-Rand, that partitions the
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global data randomly is implemented. The proposed clustering technique, KM-PCA,
partitions the global data using PCA. All the experiments were conducted on an
Intel Pentium 3.4GHz machine with 2G of memory. To evaluate the performance of
clustering methods, we employ Rand index [108] and Silhouette index [109].
• Rand index is used for synthetic datasets when true clusters are known. Rand
index measures the similarity between the partitions produced by a clustering
method and the ground truth partitions. It has a value between 0 and 1,
with 0 indicating that the partitions do not agree with the ground truth and
1 indicating that the partitions and the ground truth are the same.
• Silhouette index is used for the real dataset where true clusters are unknown.
It is a cluster validity index that is used to judge the quality of any clustering
solution. The value of Silhouette index ranges from −1 to +1; a higher value
indicates better clustering.

4.3.1

Synthetic datasets

We first investigated the efficiency of the proposed clustering algorithm in handling
large datasets in comparison with the standard K-means algorithm. We generated
two synthetic datasets drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation 1. One has 250-dimensional and the other has 500-dimensional inputs of
varying sizes ranging from 10000 to 70000 samples.
Comparative results in term of clustering speed are presented in Table 4.2. The
standard K-mean algorithm takes almost 37 minutes to form 1000 clusters from a
dataset of 30000 samples with 250 dimensions, whereas the proposed clustering algorithm only takes 5 minutes; that is, almost eight times faster. When the data size
increases to 40000 samples, the standard clustering method is not feasible. Similar
outcomes are observed when investigating on the second dataset of 500-dimensional
inputs. These results show that the proposed clustering algorithm has significantly
reduced the clustering time compared to the standard K-means algorithm. More44
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Table 4.2: Performance on synthetic datasets
Synthetic data of 250 dimension, number of clusters
Data size
10K 20K 30K 40K 50K
Clustering K-means 12.46 24.49 36.74
time (min) KM-PCA 3.40 5.08 4.82 5.15 4.95
Synthetic data of 500 dimension, number of clusters
Data size
10K 20K 30K 40K 50K
Clustering K-means 23.00 57.57 86.60
time (min) KM-PCA 5.06 8.24 8.90 10.18 9.17

1000
60K
5.15
1000
60K
-

70K
5.01
70K
-

over, by applying the idea of divide-and-conquer, the proposed clustering algorithm
can be implemented in parallel on multiple processors, thus accelerating the clustering process and overcoming the memory issue.
The next set of experiments is carried out on three two-dimensional synthetic
datasets that are generated based on a Gaussian mixture. The purpose of this
experiment is to investigate the robustness of the proposed clustering technique,
KM-PCA, in finding representative solutions. In this experiment, the standard Kmeans is applied on the global datasets and its results are set as the benchmark
test. The comparison results are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. These results demonstrate
a problem with randomly dividing the global data into disjoint subsets. The KMRand completely ignores the spatial relations between samples in the data. As a
result, partitioned data may contain samples further away from each other. The
results of KM-Rand method shown in the second column of Fig. 4.1, demonstrate
this problem.
Unlike KM-Rand clustering, based on random partitioning, the proposed clustering technique overcomes the spatial problem and its performance in term of finding
cluster centroids is as good as clustering on the whole datasets. Table 4.3 shows the
numerical results in Rand index and error rates of four clustering methods on the
synthetic datasets. The values following ‘±’ are the standard deviation. For Syn02
data, the Rand index values of the standard K-means, the KM-PCA, and KM-Rand
are 96.85%, 96.84%, and 81.60% respectively.
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4.3.2

Adult dataset

The proposed KM-PCA algorithm is also evaluated on a real dataset, the Adult
dataset, which is taken from the UCI repository [110]. The dataset has 45,222
samples with 14 attributes. Six sets of varying size from 3000 to 33000 samples
are generated from the Adult data. Each clustering technique is applied on these
datasets to obtain 32 clusters. For comparison purposes, execution time and Silhouette index are recorded. The experiment results are the average of ten runs.
The comparison results for different clustering techniques are presented in Fig.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of clustering algorithms on three synthetic datasets. The
first, second, and third column show the clustering results of standard K-means,
KM-Rand, and KM-PCA, respectively.
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Table 4.3: Performance comparison
Data
Methods Rand Index
Syn01 K-means
98.44 ± 0.01
KM-Rand 97.17 ± 0.05
KM-PCA 98.77 ± 0.00
Syn02 K-means
96.85 ± 0.09
KM-Rand 81.60 ± 0.10
KM-PCA 96.84 ± 0.09
Syn03 K-means
94.49 ± 0.08
KM-Rand 73.28 ± 0.02
KM-PCA 95.89 ± 0.08

on Adult dataset
Error Rates (%)
1.61 ± 1.23
5.61 ± 13.84
1.24 ± 0.05
5.30 ± 15.92
26.72 ± 24.65
5.32 ± 15.97
9.86 ± 23.24
38.12 ± 18.41
8.66 ± 23.26
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Figure 4.2: Comparison performance on Adult dataset.
4.2. Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b show the Silhouette index values and the execution
time (log scale) for different dataset sizes, respectively. In term of execution time,
as the dataset size increases, the KM-PCA and KM-Rand algorithm outperform
the standard K-means. In term of clustering quality, KM-PCA achieves comparable
results to the standard K-means and outperforms the KM-Rand.

4.4

Chapter summary

In this chapter, we have presented an efficient distributed clustering technique for
large and high dimensional datasets. The proposed technique is easy to implement.
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33K

4.4. Chapter summary
It is designed based on a classical clustering algorithm and a new subspace division
technique. Experimental results show the proposed distributed clustering technique
can form high quality clusters in a shorter time comparing to the standard technique.
Moreover, the proposed clustering technique is distributable and parallelable.
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Chapter 3 presents a new machine learning approach that combines supervised
and unsupervised learning. To analyze the proposed learning approach, we first
apply it to multilayer feed-forward neural networks which are the most widely used
neural network classifier. In pattern classification, multilayer perceptrons offer many
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important properties, such as parallel processing, non-linear mapping, and universal
approximation [111]. Feed-forward neural networks have been proven as an important tool for many applications such as data mining, financial forecasting [112], text
document classification [113], handwritten digit recognition [114], speech recognition [115], face detection [116] and face recognition [117]. These applications are
not only challenging to develop but also computationally demanding.

Although significant progress has been achieved in using neural networks for
pattern classification, several issues still remain. A problem that we focus on is how
to learn a classification task from large-scale or imbalanced datasets. For many realworld applications, the computational resources required to learn the task become
prohibitive as the size of data increases. For example, it is a non-trivial task to design
a neural network having thousands of parameters and using millions of samples
because training could take days or even weeks. The problem is even more severe
for systems that must learn and operate in real-time.

In this chapter, we present four weighted training algorithms for multilayer feedforward neural networks that are derived from the new weighted empirical risk function presented in Chapter 3. These weighted algorithms are then implemented and
analyzed with two choices of error functions, i.e. mean squared error (MSE) and
cross entropy (CE). The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives a brief
review of multilayer feed-forward neural networks. Section 5.2 presents the derivation of the four weighted training algorithms. Section 5.3 presents experiments and
analyses of these proposed algorithms. Finally, Section 5.4 gives a summary of the
chapter.
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5.1
5.1.1

Feed-forward neural networks
Perceptron

Neural networks are composed of many neurons. A neuron is a basic information processing unit. It receives input signals from neighboring neurons or external
sources and computes an output signal. This signal is then propagated to other
neurons. The general structure of a neuron with M inputs is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Each input node i receives a signal xi . These signals are then transmitted along a
set of synapse or connecting links, each of which is characterized by a weight wi .
An adder is introduced to sum all the weighted input signals wi xi . An adjustable
input b, known as bias, is also added to increase or decrease the net input of the
activation function. An activation function, also known as transfer function f (·), is
used to control the amplitude range of the neuron output and provide a non-linearity
mapping. Basic activation functions [42], include the linear, sigmoid, logistic sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid functions. A neuron or a perceptron can be
expressed mathematically as

s=

M
X

wi xi + b and y = f (s),

(5.1)

i=1

where s is the weighted sum input, and y is the actual output of the neuron.


  




Figure 5.1: A basic artificial neuron model.
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Figure 5.2: A multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers.

5.1.2

Multilayer perceptrons

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) or multilayer feed-forward neural network consists
of a set of input nodes in the input layer, one or more hidden layers of neurons,
and an output layer of neurons. Each neuron from one layer is connected to all
neurons in the following layer. Signals are only propagated through the network
in a forward direction. Figure 5.2 shows the general structure of a fully connected
multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers. The left column is the input layer,
which receives input signals. The two middle columns are hidden layers and the
right column is the output layer. The circles symbolize the neurons and the lines
connected between neurons represent the synaptic weights.
To describe the mathematical model of an MLP network, we first present a
summary of the notations.
• The network consists of L layers and l denotes the index of a network layer,
where l = 0 denotes the input layer and l = L denotes the output layer,
0 6 l 6 L.
• The number of neurons in network layer l is denoted as N l .
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• The activation function of the l-th layer is notated as fl ().
l
• The network weights and biases are represented as wi,j
and blj , respectively.
l
The weight wi,j
connects the i-th neuron in layer {l − 1} to the j-th neuron in

layer l, i = 1, . . . , N l−1 and j = 1, . . . , N l .
Consider neuron j in layer l. Let blj be the bias term for neuron j, the output yjl
of neuron j is given by

yjl

=

fl (slj )

= fl (

l−1
N
X

l
yil−1 wi,j
+ blj ),

(5.2)

i=1

where slj denotes the weighted sum input.
During the training phase, input patterns are presented to the network along with
the targets. The actual responses of the network, produced at the output layer, are
compared with the targets. The difference is treated as the network error. The
synaptic weights are adjusted to make the actual responses of the network closer to
the targets. Many training algorithms have been developed to minimize the network
errors. One popular training algorithm is the traditional error back-propagation
[118]. Its name arose from the fact that the network error is passed backwards
through the network and appropriate weight changes are calculated. Next, several
efficient and fast algorithms are devised for MLP training based on the proposed
machine learning approach.

5.2

Proposed MLP training algorithms

In this section, four weighted training algorithms for training MLP which are based
on the new risk function (3.15) are presented. These algorithms are gradient descent
(GD), gradient descent with momentum, resilient back-propagation (RPROP), and
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM). The objective of the training process is to reduce iteratively an error function that is defined as the difference between the actual network
outputs and the desired outputs. There are, two types of error function that are
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commonly used: the mean square error (MSE) and the cross entropy (CE) [55].
Both of these error functions will be implemented.
Given a training dataset DN that has N samples and R classes
DN = {(xi , di ), i = 1, 2, . . . , N },
where xi is the i-th input pattern and di is the corresponding desired output vector.
Let w be a vector consisting of all free network parameters including weights and
biases. We first apply unsupervised clustering on the original dataset DN to extract
cluster centers which form a more compact representation. These cluster centroids
are then treated as new training samples. Thus, the data size is reduced from N to
K samples. The new training set is defined as

DK = {(ck , dk ), k = 1, 2, . . . , K},
where ck is a new training sample.
For a given input ck , let Q(dk , y k ) be the error function, which measures the
difference between the desired outputs dk and the network outputs y k , and Pk be
the estimated probability mass function of training sample ck . Thus, the objective
of MLP training is to minimize the cost function

E(w) =

K
X

Q(dk , y k )Pk .

(5.3)

k=1

In this section, we address two common error functions, that is the mean square
error and the cross entropy.

• MSE function: The overall error is defined as the MSE between the network
outputs and the desired outputs
L

K N
1 X X L,k
(yn − dkn )2 Pk ,
Emse (w) = L
N k=1 n=1

(5.4)
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where dkn is the n-th element of the target output of vector dk , and Pk is the
probability mass of centroid ck .

• CE function: The CE function is used in classification problems when networks are trained to estimate the posterior probabilities of class membership.
One output neuron is allocated for each class, and the estimated probabilities
pkn must satisfy the following constraints:

L

pkn

≥ 0, n = 1, 2, ..., N

L

and

N
X

pkn = 1.

(5.5)

n=1

Let dkn , n = 1, 2, . . . , N L be the desired probabilities for the training sample
ck , i.e.,

dkn =



 1, if ck belongs to class n

(5.6)


 0, otherwise.

The CE error function [55] is defined as

L

ECE (w) = −

K X
N
X

dkn ln(pkn ) Pk .

(5.7)

k=1 n=1

To minimize the error function (5.7) subject to the constraints in (5.5), we
adopt the method proposed in [55] to define pkn so that both constraints in
(5.5) are met explicitly. A softmax function on the output neurons is applied
to obtain an estimate of a posterior probabilities

L

pkn

=

exp(ynL,k )/

N
X

exp(yiL,k ),

n = 1, 2, . . . , N L .

(5.8)

i=1

Using this approach, except for the output layer, the gradients of the MSE and CE
functions can be computed in a similar way, as shown in the following section.
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5.2.1

Error gradient computation

To calculate the error gradient ∇E, we first compute the error sensitivities. The
error sensitivity of neuron n in layer l is defined as

δnl,k =

∂E
∂sl,k
n

,

(5.9)

where sl,k
n is the weighted sum input to neuron n in layer l,

sl,k
n

=

l−1
N
X

l−1,k
l
ym
wn,m
+ bln .

(5.10)

m=1

The error sensitivities are usually computed backwards from the output layer to
the input layer. For the error functions (5.4) and (5.7), the error sensitivities can
be expressed as follows.
• Output layer: For k = 1, . . . , K, the error sensitivity of the n-th neuron,
n = 1, . . . , N L , is
— MSE:
δnL,k =

2 k ′ L,k
e f (s ) Pk .
NL n L n

(5.11)

— CE:
δnL,k = ekn fL′ (sL,k
n ) Pk .

(5.12)

We should note that for the MSE the network error is defined as ekn = ynL,k −dkn ,
whereas for the CE it is defined as ekn = pkn − dkn .
• Hidden layers: The error sensitivity of the n-th neuron, n = 1, 2, ..., N l , in
layer l, l = L − 1, L − 2, ..., 1, is

δnl,k

=

fl′ (sl,k
n )

l+1
N
X

l+1,k
l+1
wn,m
.
δm

(5.13)

m=1

Once the error sensitivities are found, the error gradient can be computed by
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applying the chain rule of differentiation to decompose the partial derivative as
follows:
l
• For weight wn,m
, m = 1, 2, . . . , N l−1 and n = 1, 2, . . . , N l ,
K

X
∂E ∂sl,k
∂E
n
l−1,k
=
=
δnl,k ym
.
l
l
∂wn,m
∂w
∂sl,k
n
n,m
k=1

(5.14)

• For bias bln , n = 1, 2, . . . , N l ,
K

X
∂E
∂E ∂sl,k
n
=
=
δnl,k .
l,k ∂bl
∂bln
∂sn
n
k=1

5.2.2

(5.15)

Weighted training algorithms

Once the error gradient is computed, numerous algorithms can be derived to train
the multilayer perceptrons. In this study, we focus on four weighted training algorithms, namely gradient descent, gradient descent with momentum and variable
learning rate, resilient back-propagation, and Levenberg-Marquardt. We use the
prefix W to refer to the weighted training algorithms. For example, the weighted
version of gradient descent training algorithm is denotes as W-GD. Three algorithms
GD, GDMV, and RPROP are first-order optimization methods. The LM algorithm
is a second-order trust-region algorithm. Next, we present the main characteristics
of the weighted training algorithms.
• Gradient descent: Gradient descent, also known as steepest descent [118],
is one of simplest network training algorithms. The weights are updated along
the negative gradient ∆w(t) = −α∇E(t), where α is scalar learning rate,
α > 0.
• Gradient descent with momentum and variable learning rate:[119]
The weight update is a linear combination of gradient and previous weight
update
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∆w(t) = λ ∆w(t − 1) − (1 − λ) α(t) ∇E(t),
where λ is momentum parameter, 0 < λ < 1, and α(t) is the adaptive scalar
learning rate.

• Resilient back-propagation: The resilient back-propagation algorithm [120]
updates the network weights and biases based on the sign of the error gradient,

∆wi (t) = −sign

 ∂E
(t) × ∆i (t),
∂wi

(5.16)

where ∆i (t) is an adaptive step specific to weight wi . The step size is adjusted
using the following rule:

∆i (t) =





ηinc ∆i (t − 1),





if

∂E
∂E
(t) ∂w
(t
∂wi
i

− 1) > 0

∂E
∂E
ηdec ∆i (t − 1), if ∂w
(t) ∂w
(t − 1) < 0

i
i





∆i (t − 1),
otherwise,

(5.17)

where ηinc and ηdec are two scalar terms, ηinc > 1 and 1 > ηdec > 0.

• Levenberg-Marquardt: The Levenberg-Marquardt is a very fast training
algorithm for neural networks [121]; it is based on the Gauss-Newton approximation of the Hessian matrix. The LM algorithm usually works well with
MSE function. In matrix form, the MSE cost function can be represented as

E(w) =

1
trace(ΓT P Γ),
NL

(5.18)

where Γ is the error matrix of size K × N L : Γ(k, n) = ekn = ynk − dkn , and P is
the diagonal probability mass matrix of size K × K, whose diagonal elements
consist of vectors pi = [P1 , P2 , . . . , PK ]T . The diagonal matrix P is defined as
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P=




p1

0

0
..
.

p2
..
.

0

0



...

0 

... 0 

.
.. 
...

. 

· · · pK

(5.19)

Based on the above cost function, the Jacobian matrix J is derived. Given Nw
is the size of the weight vector, the Jacobian is a matrix of N L K rows and Nw
columns, whose entries are defined as

J(q−1)K+k,i =

∂ekq
∂wi

(5.20)

where q = 1, 2, ..., NL , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nw and ekq is the error term of output
neuron q for training sample k,

ekq = yqk − dkq .

(5.21)

Calculation of the Jacobian matrix is similar to computation of the gradient
∇E shown in Equations (5.9) to (5.15). We only need to modify the definition
of error sensitivities:
δnl,k

=

∂ekq
∂sl,k
n

.

(5.22)

The modified Levenberg-Marquardt weight update rule is given by

∆w(t) = [JT P J + µI]−1 ∇E,

(5.23)

where µ is an adaptive learning rate, I is the identity matrix, and P is the
diagonal expanded cluster weight matrix of size N L K × N L K. The diagonal
elements of P matrix consist of vectors ̟, which are obtained by replicating
the vector p, N L times into an N L K row vector. We should also note that
error gradient in (5.23) can be expressed in terms of the Jacobian matrix as
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∇Eπ = J T P e,

(5.24)

where e is a column vector of the error terms {ekq }.

5.3

Experiments and analysis

Having presented the proposed MLP training algorithms, we perform several experiments to analyze the weighted MLP training algorithms and compare with the
standard MLP training algorithms on several benchmark problems.

5.3.1

Classification problems

Three benchmark datasets that have been selected for evaluating the weighted MLP
training algorithms are the Waveform [110], the image classification [122], and the
Adult [110] datasets.
• The Waveform database generator: The dataset is taken from the UCI Repository [110]. It has 5000 samples with 21 continuous attributes and three classes
of waves. We normalized and scaled all the attributes values in the range
[−1, +1]. All three classes are evenly distributed.
• The image classification dataset: This image database was created by Shao et
al., and first appeared in [122]. The task is to classify images into conceptual
classes; this is a key step in automatic annotation of images for content-based
retrieval. Shao et al. extract MPEG-7 visual descriptors and classify these
descriptors into the four categories: landscape, cityscape, vehicle and portrait
[122]. Since our main objective is to evaluate the weighted MLP algorithms,
we only use one descriptor, the edge histogram, which has been found to have
more discriminative power compared to other MPEG-7 visual descriptors [122].
This dataset has 14,400 images and 80 features with four classes.
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• Income prediction on Adult census dataset: The Adult dataset is taken from
the UCI Repository databases [110]. It is a well-known benchmark dataset for
pattern classification and data mining. The task is to predict whether or not a
person’s income is greater than 50K dollars per year. The dataset has 45,222
samples with 14 attributes such as ages, work class, education, occupation,
race, marital status, and sex. Six attributes are continuous and eight attributes
are symbolic. For the symbolic attributes, we assigned each name of symbolic
attribute with a number. For examples, in the sex attribute we assigned a value
of 1 to ‘female’ and 2 to ‘male’ attribute. Then we normalized and scaled all
the attributes values into the range [−1, +1]. The dataset has some missing
attributes; we replaced each missing attribute with the mean value of the
attribute from the entire dataset. There is an imbalanced distribution between
the two income classes. The majority class has 34,014 samples whereas the
minority class has only 11,208 samples.

5.3.2

Analysis of data reduction techniques

The first set of experiments investigates the effects of replacing the original data
by cluster centroids and their weights. Two approaches for reducing the original
dataset are implemented. The first approach selects the training samples randomly
from the original set. The second approach finds representative training samples
using clustering. In this study, we adopt the k-means clustering algorithm. This
algorithm requires little parameter tuning and is quite effective in handling large
datasets [89]. The experiments were conducted on two datasets: the Waveform and
the image classification datasets. Overall, we compare three techniques for data
reduction:
• Random-RPROP : The training samples are randomly selected from the original training set.
• Cluster-RPROP : The training samples are the cluster centroids; no informa61
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tion on cluster size is used.
• W-RPROP : The proposed training algorithm which takes into account cluster
centroids and cluster sizes.
Since the focus here is to compare different data reduction techniques, we present
the analysis on one network structure. The experiment steps are summarized as
follows.
• Each training technique was applied to train 20 networks with different initial
weights.
• The entire datasets were divided into test sets (20%), training sets (60%) and
validation sets (20%).
• In the Waveform dataset, the number of training samples varied from 0.5% to
20% of the original dataset of 3000 samples.
• In the image classification task, the number of training sample varied from 1%
to 7% of the original dataset of 8400 images.
• Classification rate of each training technique was evaluated on the test set and
averaged across all 20 networks.
The classification rates (CRs) of the different training techniques on the Waveform dataset and the image classification task are presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively. Figure 5.3 shows the classification rates of the three training techniques
versus the number of training samples. Clearly, using unsupervised clustering to
select training samples (Cluster-RPROP and W-RPROP) achieves higher classification rates compared to selecting training samples randomly (Random-RPROP).
Furthermore, the proposed approach, W-RPROP, achieves the highest CR.
The improvement in the classification rate of W-RPROP is more significant when
the number of training samples is small. For example, for the Waveform dataset with
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Table 5.1: Comparison of three data reduction techniques for the Waveform dataset
on networks of 253 parameters
Number of
Classification rates
train samples
on test set (%)
%
size
Random-RPROP Cluster-RPROP W-RPROP
95% C.I.
0.5
15
70.64
72.44
76.61
[73.99, 79.23]
1
30
74.33
78.19
80.83
[78.39, 83.27]
2
60
79.16
82.00
82.88
[80.55, 85.21]
120
78.15
83.23
83.92
[81.64, 86.20]
4
6
180
79.38
83.54
84.16
[81.90, 86.42]
8
240
83.44
83.50
84.60
[82.36, 86.84]
10
300
82.92
83.86
85.03
[82.82, 87.24]
12
360
83.10
84.50
85.40
[83.21, 87.59]
420
83.88
84.07
85.25
[83.05, 87.45]
14
16
480
83.59
84.82
85.64
[83.47, 87.81]
18
540
84.76
84.35
85.05
[82.83, 87.25]
20
600
84.73
84.48
85.50
[83.32, 87.68]

30 training samples, the classification rates of Random-RPROP, Cluster-RPROP
and W-RPROP techniques are 74.33%, 78.19% and 80.83%, respectively. For the
image classification task with 84 training samples, W-RPROP technique has a CR
of 71.53%, and 95% confidence interval (CI) of [70.39, 72.67], whereas the random
sampling method Random-RPROP achieves only a classification rate of 63.49%.

The modified training approach can handle the case when the number of free parameters (network weights and biases) is larger than the number of training samples.
For example, for Waveform dataset on networks of 253 parameters, the W-RPROP
has a CR of 84.16% when training with only 180 samples. For image classification
task on networks of 1704 parameters, the W-RPROP has a CR of 73.52% when
training with 588 samples. In this experiment, the original samples are still used
for training but in a compressed form. We can conclude that the combination of
clustering and the new cost function provides extra information in the extracted
training samples.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of three data reduction techniques for the image classification
task on networks of 1704 parameters
Number of
Classification rate
train samples
on test set (%)
%
size
Random-RPROP Cluster-RPROP W-RPROP
95% C.I.
1
84
63.49
70.85
71.53
[70.39, 72.67]
2
168
67.14
71.45
72.17
[71.03, 73.30]
3
252
68.76
70.57
72.44
[71.31, 73.57]
336
69.38
70.96
72.39
[71.25, 73.52]
4
5
420
70.05
71.83
72.26
[71.12, 73.39]
6
504
70.93
72.27
73.16
[72.04, 74.28]
7
588
71.29
72.57
73.52
[72.40, 74.66]

74
86
72
Classification rate on test set(%)

Classification rate on test set (%)

84
82
80
78
76
74
Random−RPROP
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72
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(a) Waveform dataset, network parameter 253
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Figure 5.3: The classification rates of three data reduction techniques versus the
number of training samples: (a) Waveform dataset, (b) Image classification dataset.

5.3.3

Analysis of weighted MLP algorithms

We also conducted experiments to evaluate the weighted MLP algorithms in term
of convergence speed, computational load and generalization performance. The
performances of weighted training algorithms with two types of error functions (MSE
and CE) are also investigated. All the experiments were conducted on the Adult
dataset and on PCs with Intel Quad Core 2.66GHz 3G memory.
The entire dataset of 45, 222 samples was divided into five subsets of equal size.
In each fold, a design set of 36, 179 samples was formed from four subsets, and a test
set of 9043 samples was formed from the remaining fifth subset. The design set was
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split into a training set (90%) and a validation (10%); hence, each training set has
32, 561 samples. The weighted MLP training algorithms use the reduced training
set of 1448, which is 4% of the original training set, to train their networks.
Convergence speed
Since the focus of this experiment is the convergence speed of the weighted MLP
training algorithms rather than network structure, we only present here the results
with one network structure.
• The network has 14 input neurons, one hidden layer of 10 neurons and one
output layer with one neuron.
• The activation functions for hidden layers and output layer are the hyperbolic
tangent function, f (x) = (ex − e−x )/(ex + e−x ).
• The network has a total of 161 trainable parameters (weights and biases).
• Using the MSE error function, the weighted MLP training algorithms are
trained on a reduced training set of 1448 samples to produce an output of +1.0
for an income prediction greater than 50K and −1.0 for an income prediction
less than 50K.
In testing, a threshold is applied to the network output to determine the class label.
In each fold, two networks with different weight initialization were created. The two
networks were then trained for 500 epochs, using each of the weighted MLP training
algorithms. For comparison purposes, a number of measurements including the
training MSE, the training time, and the number of training epochs were recorded
and averaged over five folds.
Comparison results of weighted MLP training algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.4.
At a given epoch count, Fig. 5.4a shows that the W-LM algorithm achieves the
smallest training error among the others. However, the computation required for
each epoch differs among the weighted training algorithms. In this experiment, an
W-LM epoch uses on average 3.2 output evaluations, whereas a W-GD, W-GDMV,
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Figure 5.4: Comparison on Adult census dataset of the weighted MLP training
algorithms in term of training MSE versus (a) the number of training epochs, (b)
training time, (c) the number of output evaluations, and (d) the number of gradient
evaluations.

and W-RPROP epoch uses on average one output evaluation. In term of training
time, Fig. 5.4b shows that the W-LM and W-RPROP algorithms are faster than
W-GD and W-GDMV.
Generalization ability
We also conducted experiment to evaluate the generalization abilities of the
weighted MLP training algorithms as well as to identify which training algorithm
gives the highest classification accuracy. Five-fold cross validation is carried out
on a number of combinations of network structures. In each fold, the networks are
trained using the training set and their performance measure is on test dataset.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of classification performances of networks produces by the
weighted MLP training algorithms.

The validation dataset is used for early stopping so that the networks are not over
trained. The best network is selected based on the validation set, and is evaluated on
the test set. The receive operating characteristics (ROC) curves and classification
rates of the networks trained with different algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.5. The
results show that weighted LM and RPROP algorithm generate networks with similar classification rates of 84.17% and 83.72%, respectively, whereas the weighted GD
and GDMV generate networks with lower classification rates (83.05% and 82.43%).
The weighted GDMV algorithm generates networks with the lowest classification
rate.
The MSE and CE error functions
Here, the performance of weighted MLP training algorithms with the CE and
MSE error function in term of training speed and generalization capability are investigated. In our analysis, the weighted RPROP algorithm is used, and the analysis
is based on five-fold cross validation. The network has a similar structure as in the
previous experiment, except that the output layer now has two neurons. This is because the CE approach requires one output neuron for one class. Since the two error
functions are different, we compare the training speed in term of the classification
error rates on the original training set versus the training time.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of weighted RPROP algorithm training with the MSE and
CE error functions in terms of training speed: (a) average classification error rate
on training set versus the training time, (b) average classification rate on test set
versus the training time.

Figure 5.6a shows that the classification error rates on the training set in the
MSE case decrease slightly faster compared to the CE case. To reach the same
training classification error rates of 16.83%, the time difference between the MSE
and CE is 38 milliseconds. Figure 5.6b shows the classification rate on test set
as a function of training time. The result also shows that there is little difference
between the classification rates produced by networks trained with the MSE and
CE function. The classification rates on test set (averaged over five folds) for the
MSE and CE functions are 83.46% and 83.20%, respectively. We also observed that
there is not much difference between the training speed of networks trained with one
output neuron (the MSE case) and with two output neurons (the CE case). The
average training speed of the MSE function is 2.9 seconds and of the CE function
is 3.0 seconds.
In summary, this section shows that the proposed machine learning approach can
be applied to existing MLP training algorithms. Furthermore, the weighted MLP
training algorithms can be trained using either CE or MSE error function.
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5.3.4

Comparison with standard MLP training algorithms

We conduct several experiments to compare the training algorithms in term of training speed and generalization ability. The objective of these experiments is to investigate the ability of the weighted training algorithms in handling large training sets.
The Adult census dataset is selected for the comparison.
Convergence speed
We conducted the experiment to compare the performance of the weighted MLP
training algorithms with the conventional training method in term of their learning
times and convergence speeds. Each training method was used to train five networks
of the same structure but with different initialized weights for 500 epochs.
• The network has one hidden layer of 10 neurons and one output layer with
one neuron.
• The activation functions are the hyperbolic tangent function, f (x) = (ex −
e−x )/(ex + e−x ) and linear function for hidden layers and output layer, respectively.
• The network has a total of 161 trainable parameters (weights and biases).
• The standard MLP algorithms are trained on the original training set of 32, 561
samples, whereas the weighted MLP algorithms are trained on a reduced training set of 1448 samples (that is about 4% of the original training set).
Several measures were recorded and averaged across all five networks to study the
convergence speeds of each algorithm. These measures are the MSE and classification rates on original training set and test set at each training epoch. The training
speed of an algorithm is defined as the time taken to train the original training
set. For comparison purposes, the mean, standard deviation of training times and
clustering times in seconds were also recorded.
The comparative training time of the standard MLP training and weighted MLP
training algorithms are shown in Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.7. These results show that
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Table 5.3: Convergence speeds of standard and weighted MLP training algorithms
on the UCI Adult census dataset
Training
Learning time (s)
Total
methods
Mean Std. Dev. Clustering time (s)
GD
107.63
27.08
none
107.63
W-GD
2.07
0.52
53.75
55.82
GDMV
199.16
3.67
none
199.16
W-GDMV
2.99
0.51
53.75
56.74
RPROP
197.65
43.04
none
197.65
W-RPROP 1.78
1.03
53.75
55.53
LM
441.34
123.22
none
441.34
W-LM
2.64
1.28
53.75
56.39

the weighted MLP training algorithms take less time to learn the entire training set
compared to the conventional algorithms. The training times of the weighted MLP
algorithms are negligible compared to their clustering time. However, the total time
(clustering and training time) is still smaller than the training time of the standard
algorithms. For example, on average, the weighted LM takes about 56 seconds to
learn (including clustering time) whereas its standard counterpart takes a more than
441 seconds. That is, the weighted LM is almost 8 times faster than the standard
LM.
We also recorded the time taken to evaluate one epoch. The results in Fig. 5.8
show that the amount of computation required for each epoch of the weighted MLP
training algorithms is much less compared to their counterparts. On average, the
weighted GD and RPROP training algorithm take 4.93 and 4.96 milliseconds for
one epoch evaluation, respectively. In comparison, the standard GD and RPROP
training algorithm take approximately 235.61 and 469.53 milliseconds, respectively.
Note that there is a one-time cost of finding clusters, and it depends on the clustering algorithm, the number of clusters and the number of classes in datasets. In
the experiment, we adopted k-means clustering algorithm to identify those cluster
centers. For a dataset of 32, 561 samples in a 14-dimensional space, the time taken
to form 1448 clusters is 53.75 seconds.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of training time of the standard and weighted MLP training
algorithms on UCI Adult dataset. The error bars indicate standard deviation of
training time.
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Classification accuracy
The objectives of this experiment are to study the generalization ability of the
networks produced by the weighted MLP training algorithms and to compare with
the standard training methods. Several network combinations are examined. The
network has one hidden layer with different combinations of hidden neurons and
activation functions (linear, hyperbolic tangent, log-sigmoid functions), and one
output layer of with one neuron and different combination of activation functions
(linear and hyperbolic tangent function). The comparison is based on a five-fold
cross validation on the entire dataset of 45, 222 samples and on a number of network
combinations. For each fold, 36, 179 samples are used for training and validating
and 9, 043 samples are used for testing. The average classification rate on test
set, over five folds, is used as an approximation of generalization performance. The
conventional MLP training algorithms are applied on the entire original set, whereas
the weighted MLP training algorithms use the reduced set of 1448 samples.
The classification rates and areas under the ROC curves (AUC) of all training
algorithms are presented in Table 5.4. Their comparative ROC curves are shown in
Fig. 5.9. The weighted and the standard MLP training algorithms achieve almost
similar classification rates. The CRs of different algorithms are: GD = 83.03%,
W-GD = 83.05%, GDMV = 82.03%, and W-GDMV = 82.43%. Although CRs
of the weighted RPROP and LM algorithms are slightly lower compared to their
conventional training counterparts, these results are remarkable. The reason is that
the weighted MLP algorithms only use 4% of the training samples, are 7 times faster
for all four training methods, and still achieve comparable classification accuracies.

5.4

Chapter summary

An application of the proposed machine learning approach to multilayer feed-forward
neural networks has been described. We have presented four weighted MLP training
algorithms namely W-GD, W-GDMV, W-RPROP, and W-LM that use two forms
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Table 5.4: Comparison of standard and weighted MLP training methods on UCI
Adult census dataset
Training
Classification rate 95% confident AUC
methods
on test set (%)
interval
GD
83.03
[82.69, 83.38] 87.65
W-GD
83.05
[82.70, 83.39] 87.72
GDMV
82.03
[81.68, 82.39] 85.67
W-GDMV
82.43
[82.08, 82.78] 86.55
RPROP
84.46
[84.12, 84.79] 89.74
W-RPROP
83.72
[83.38, 84.06] 88.01
LM
84.66
[84.33, 84.99] 90.17
W-LM
84.17
[83.83, 84.50] 89.10
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Figure 5.9: Comparison on Adult census dataset of the weighted MLP training
algorithms versus standard training algorithms in term of the ROC curves.
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of error functions, namely MSE and CE. An analysis of these weighted MLP training algorithms has been conducted on the UCI Adult census dataset. The results
obtained show that the weighted GD and RPROP have good convergence speeds
and require less computation compared to the weighted LM. W-LM algorithm is
fast but requires significant computation resource. We also investigated the effect
of using different error functions (MSE and CE function) on the weighted training
algorithm. It can be concluded that the weighted MLP training algorithms can
be easily implemented with different choices of error functions and that the performance of networks trained with MSE and CE error function are almost identical in
term of classification accuracy and learning time.
The performances of the weighted MLP training algorithms are then compared
with their traditional training approach in convergence speed, computation load,
and generalization ability. The experimental results show that the generalization
performance of the weighted MLP algorithms is similar to their counterparts even
though these weighted MLP algorithms use only a small number of training patterns which are more compact representation of the entire dataset. Moreover, the
computational efficiency of the weighted MLP algorithms is superior compared to
their counterparts.
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In this chapter, we apply the proposed machine learning approach for convolutional neural networks. Convolutional neural networks are bio-inspired hierarchical
neural networks which are formed by one or more layers of two-dimensional (2-D)
filters. There are two well-known convolutional neural networks architectures that
have been developed for image processing, computer vision, and pattern recognition.
The first architecture is neocognitron which was introduced by Fukushima [49].
The neocognitron is a hierarchical multilayer neural network that models the biological of visual pattern recognition in the brain. It consists of S-cell (Simple cell) and
C-cell (Complex cell) layers that are arranged alternately in a hierarchical manner.
The other well-known architecture is LeNet-5, which was developed by LeCun et
al. [50] and is built upon the ideas of local receptive fields, weight sharing and spatial
subsampling. Its topology consists of cascade of convolutional and subsampling layers. Convolutional neural networks have many strengths: (i) feature extraction and
classification are integrated into one structure and fully adaptive; (ii) the network
extracts 2-D image features at increasing dyadic scales; (iii) it is relatively tolerant
to geometric, local distortions in the image.
Since the publications of the two renowned convolutional neural networks architectures, variations of convolutional neural networks have been developed and
successfully used in many difficult applications. A very popular application for convolutional neural networks is optical character recognition: Fukushima applied the
networks to recognize handwritten numerals from zero to nine [49], later on he improved the system and applied to handwritten digit recognition [123]. LeCun et al.
had also developed a handwritten recognition system based on their LeNet-5 networks [50]. Convolutional neural networks has been applied to other pattern recognitions tasks such as face recognition [117], facial expression recognition [124, 125],
face detection [126], and medical image pattern recognition associated with lung
cancer and breast cancer in radiography [127].
Although CNNs are known to have good generalization capability, a main diffi76
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culty with using CNNs is that the memory requirement and training time increase
rapidly with the number of 2-D training samples. In this chapter, we propose a
new training algorithm for efficiently training the LeCun et al. convolutional neural
networks, called reduced weighted CNN (RW-CNN). This chapter is organized as
follows. Section 6.1 describes the CNN architecture and its mathematical model.
Section 6.2 presents the proposed method for training CNN. Section 6.3 presents
experimental results and analysis. Finally, Section 6.4 gives a summary to the chapter.

6.1

CNN network model

In this section, we give a brief description of the convolutional neural networks proposed by LeCun et al. [50] including the network architecture and the mathematical
model.

6.1.1

Network architecture

A CNN consists of three main types of layers: (i) convolution layers, (ii) subsampling layers, and (iii) an output layer. Network layers are arranged in a feedforward structure: each convolution layer is followed by a sub-sampling layer, and
the last convolution layer is followed by the output layer (see Fig. 6.1). The convolution and sub-sampling layers are considered as 2-D layers, whereas the output
layer is considered as a 1-D layer. In CNN, each 2-D layer is made up from several
planes. A plane consists of neurons that are arranged in a 2-D array. The output
of a plane is called a feature map.
• In a convolutional layer, each plane is connected to one or more feature maps
of the preceding layer. A connection is associated with a convolution mask,
which is a 2-D matrix of adjustable entries called weights. Each plane first computes the convolution between its 2-D inputs and its convolution masks. The
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Figure 6.1: Layers in a convolutional neural network.
convolution outputs are summed and then added with an adjustable scalar,
known as a bias term. Finally, an activation function is applied on the result
to obtain the plane’s output. The plane output is a 2-D matrix called a feature map; this name arises from the fact that the convolution output indicates
the presence of a visual feature at a given pixel location. A convolution layer
produces one or more feature maps. Each feature map is then connected to
exactly one plane in the next sub-sampling layer.
• A sub-sampling layer has the same number of planes as the preceding convolution layer. A sub-sampling plane divides its 2-D input into non-overlapping
blocks of size 2 × 2 pixels. For each block, the sum of four pixels is calculated;
this sum is multiplied by an adjustable weight before being added to a bias
term. The result is passed through an activation function to produce an output for the 2 × 2 block. Clearly, each sub-sampling plane reduces its input
size by half, along each dimension. A feature map in a sub-sampling layer is
connected to one or more planes in the next convolution layer.
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• In the last convolution layer, each plane is connected to exactly one preceding
feature map. This layer uses convolution masks that have the same size as the
input feature maps. Therefore, each plane in the last convolution layer will
produce one scalar output. The outputs from all planes in this layer are then
connected to the output layer.
• The output layer, in general, can be constructed from linear, sigmoidal or
radial-basis-function (RBF) neurons. Here, we will focus on using sigmoidal
neurons. The outputs of this layer are considered as the network outputs. In
applications such as visual pattern classification, these outputs indicate the
category of the input image.

6.1.2

Mathematical model

An input image is applied to the network and an output is computed at the output
layer. The CNN consists of three main types of layers as described above: convolution layers, sub-sampling layers, and an output layer. Let us describe the output of
these layers.
Let l denote the index of a network layer. The layer index l goes from 1 to L,
where L is the number of network layers. Here, we assume that L = 2a + 2 where a
is a positive integer. Let N l be the number of feature maps in layer l, and fl (.) be
the activation function of layer l. Let ynl be the n-th feature map or output of layer l.

• Convolution layer: Consider a convolution layer l. In this structure, l is an
odd integer, l = 1, 3, ..., 2a + 1. Let rl × cl denote the size of convolution mask
for layer l. For feature map n in layer Cl , let
l
l
(i, j)} be the convolution mask from feature map m in layer
= {wm,n
– wm,n

{l − 1} to feature map n in layer l,
– bln be the bias term associated with feature map n,
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– Vnl denote the list of all planes in layer {l − 1} that are connected to
feature map n. For example, V4l = {2, 3, 5} means that feature maps 2,
3 and 5 of layer {l − 1} are connected to feature map 4 of layer l.
Feature map n of convolution layer l is calculated as

ynl = fl (

X

l
m∈Vn

l−1
l
ym
⊗ wm,n
+ bln )

(6.1)

In Equation (6.1), ⊗ is the 2-D convolution operator. Suppose that the size of
l−1
input feature maps ym
is Hl−1 ×Wl−1 pixels, and the size of convolution masks
l
wm,n
is rl × cl pixels. Because we perform convolution without zero-padding

the inputs, the size of output feature map ynl is (Hl−1 − rl + 1) × (Wl−1 − cl + 1)
pixels.

• Sub-sampling layer: We consider a sub-sampling layer l, where l is an even
integer, l = 2, 4, ..., 2a. For feature map n, let wnl be the weight and bln be
the bias term. We divide feature map n of convolution layer {l − 1} into
non-overlapping blocks of size 2 × 2 pixels. Let znl−1 be a matrix obtained by
summing the four pixels in each block. That is,

znl−1 (i, j) = ynl−1 (2i − 1, 2j − 1) + ynl−1 (2i − 1, 2j)
+ynl−1 (2i, 2j − 1) + ynl−1 (2i, 2j)

(6.2)

Feature map n of sub-sampling layer l is now calculated as

ynl = fl (znl−1 × wnl + bln )

(6.3)

A feature map ynl in sub-sampling layer l will have a size of Hl × Wl , where
Hl = Hl−1 /2 and Wl = Wl−1 /2.
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• Output layer: In this study, we consider output layer L that consists of
sigmoidal neurons. Let N L be the number of output sigmoidal neurons. Let
L
wm,n
denote the weight from feature map m of the last convolutional layer, to

neuron n of the output layer. Let bLn be the bias term associated with neuron
n of layer L. The output of sigmoidal neuron n is calculated as

ynL = f L (

L−1
N
X

L−1 L
ym
wm,n + bLn )

(6.4)

m=1

The outputs of all sigmoidal neurons form the network outputs.

6.2

Reduced weighted CNN training algorithm

Efficient network training is a major challenge in using CNN for 2-D image classification. In this section, we present the proposed RW-CNN algorithm for training
CNN. We introduce a pre-processing step, in which unsupervised clustering is applied on the original dataset to extract cluster centers that form a more compact
representation.
Here, clustering is performed on only training samples belonging to the same
class. It is assumed that each cluster contain samples from a single class, but a class
may have several clusters. Through clustering, the original dataset is reduced to
K clusters. Each cluster is represented by a cluster centroid ck and cluster size zk ;
cluster size is simply the number of training samples in the cluster. After clustering,
most existing techniques use only cluster centroids and discard information about
cluster sizes. The novelty in this technique is that we take into account the cluster
sizes to compensate for the information lost during clustering.
Suppose that a CNN is to be trained on a reduced set of K input images. Let ck
be the k-th image in the reduced training set and dk be the corresponding desired
output vector. The objective of supervised CNN training is to reduce the new cost
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function

L

K N
1 XX k
(yn − dkn )2 Pk ,
E(w) = L
N k=1 n=1

(6.5)

where ynk is the actual network output and Pk is the probability mass of input image
ck .
There are two major approaches to CNN training: stochastic online training and
batch training. Most existing CNN applications use stochastic online training, where
the network parameters are updated after each training sample is presented. While
this technique reduces memory requirement, it leads to slow training and causes
significant oscillation in the overall training error. By the time the last training
samples are presented, the network tends to forget the earlier training samples. In
contrast, batch training updates network parameters only after accumulating the
contributions from all training samples. Compared to stochastic online training,
this technique is more stable. Hence, our focus is on the implementation of the
batch training algorithms.

6.2.1

Derivation of CNN error gradient

To apply the new technique to CNN training, we modify the computation of error
gradient to take into account the weights P (ck ). In this section, we present a method
for calculating the gradient of the error function defined in Equation (6.5). The
gradient is computed through error sensitivities, which are defined as the partial
derivatives of the error function with respect to (w.r.t.) the weighted sum input to
a neuron.
For neuron (i, j) in feature map n of convolution layer l, its error sensitivity is
defined as
δnl,k (i, j) =

∂E
∂sl,k
n (i, j)

, l = 1, 3, ..., 2a + 1

(6.6)

For neuron (i, j) in feature map n of sub-sampling layer l, its error sensitivity is
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given by
δnl,k (i, j) =

∂E
∂sl,k
n (i, j)

, l = 2, 4, ..., 2a

(6.7)

For neuron n in output layer L, its error sensitivity is

δnL,k =

∂E
∂sL,k
n

(6.8)

Calculation of the error sensitivities and error gradient is similar as described in
[128]. However, the calculation of the error sensitivities at the output layer (l = L)
is modified as follow

δnL,k =

6.2.2

2 k ′ L,k
e f (s ) Pk , n = 1, 2, ..., NL
NL n L n

(6.9)

Weighted batch training with RPROP

Once the error gradient is calculated, numerous optimization algorithms for minimizing E can be applied to train the network. Although there are different training algorithms for training CNN, we use the resilient back-propagation algorithm
(RPROP [120]). It is one of the fastest first-order training algorithm and works even
when the gradient becomes very small [129]. RPROP is suitable for CNN training
because it requires much less memory compared to other methods such as conjugate
gradient or Levenberg-Marquardt.
The RPROP training algorithm can be described briefly as follows. Each weight
wi is associated with an adaptive step ∆i (t), and is updated as

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + ∆i (t) sign{g(wi , t)},

(6.10)

where g(wi , t) denotes the partial derivative for weight wi at time t. The adaptive
step is increased if the gradient keeps its sign, and reduced if the gradient changes
sign:
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∆i (t) =





ηinc ∆i (t − 1),





if g(wi , t) g(wi , t − 1) > 0

ηdec ∆i (t − 1), if g(wi , t) g(wi , t − 1) < 0







∆i (t − 1), otherwise

(6.11)

where ηinc > 1 and ηdec < 1 are two scalar factors.

6.3

Experiments and analysis

The 2-D classification problem that has been considered for evaluating the RW-CNN
algorithm is gender classification of facial images. Our experiments are conducted
on a standard Facial Recognition Technology (FERET) database [130]. Our aim is
to analyze the RW-CNN and compare with the standard one in term of convergence
speed, classification accuracy and generalization ability.

6.3.1

Gender recognition application

The FERET database consists of 1451 gray-scale images of human faces. In this
database, there are two datasets for frontal faces: (i) dataset fa has 1762 images and
(ii) dataset fb has 1518 images. Since there is a significant overlap between these two
datasets, we only use the images in dataset fa in this study. This dataset consists of
a range of face patterns including different ethical backgrounds (Caucasian, South
Asian, East Asian, and African), facial expressions (neutral and smiling), facial
makeup (with/without glasses or bread), and lighting conditions (dark and normal).
Examples of male and female face pattern are shown in Fig. 6.2. In our experiments,
the extracted face patterns were histogram-equalized and then scaled to the range
[−1, 1].
The entire dataset of 1762 face patterns was divided into five subsets of approximately equal size. In each fold, a design set of 1408 patterns was formed from four
subsets, and a test set of 354 patterns was formed from the remaining fifth subset.
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In our proposed RW-CNN algorithm, we first employ K-means clustering to reduce
the original training set. The RW-CNN algorithm used a reduced training set of
634 patterns to train.

(a) Male face patterns

(b) Female face patterns

Figure 6.2: Examples of face images in the FERET database: (a) male face patterns,
(b) female face patterns.

6.3.2

Network structure

Our implementation of convolutional neural networks is similar to LeNet-5 [50] and
the network described in [126]. The CNNs have six layers: three convolutional layers
C1, C3, and C5, two subsampling layers S2 and S4, and one output layer F 6 (see
Fig. 6.3). The size of the retina is 36 × 32 pixels as in [126].
• Layer C1 is composed of four feature maps of size 28 × 32 which are resolved
from the input retina of size 36 × 32 and convolution mask of size 5 × 5.
• Layer S2 is composed of four feature maps of size 14×16 pixels, each connected
to one feature map in C1. The receptive field of each unit is a 2 × 2 area in
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Figure 6.3: Layers in the CNNs used for gender classification

the previous layer’s corresponding feature map.

• Layer C3 contains 14 feature maps of size 12×14 performing 3×3 convolutions.

• Layer S4 has a similar configuration as S2. It has 14 feature maps of size 6 × 7
pixels, each connected to one feature map in C3. The receptive field of each
unit is a 2 × 2 area.

As in LeNet-5, convolutional masks for layer C5 has the same size as the feature
maps of layer S4; layer C5 is, therefore, functionally equivalent to layer N 1 in [126].
Layer F 6 has one sigmoidal neuron, and is identical to output layer N 2 in [126].
The activation functions are hyperbolic tangent functions in subsampling layers
and linear functions in convolution and output layers. The CNN network has 951
trainable parameters.
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6.3.3

Convergence speed

The first experiment was conducted to compare training times and convergence
speeds of the proposed CNN training method and the standard one. Each training
method was used to train five networks for 500 epochs that have the same structure but with different initialized weights. The standard CNN training method was
trained on the original set of 1408 samples, whereas the modified CNN training
method was run on a reduced training set of 634 samples. To analyze the convergence speeds of each algorithm, a number of indicators were recorded. The MSE,
classification rates on the original training set and test set at each training epoch was
recorded and averaged across all five networks. The training speed of an algorithm
is defined as the the time taken to learn the original training set. For comparison purposes, the maximum, minimum, and average training times in minutes are
recorded. All the experiments in this subsection are conducted on PCs with a Intel
Quad Core 2.66GHz machine with 3G memory.
Comparison results of the standard CNN training and RW-CNN training algorithms are shown in Fig. 6.4. In term of training speed, Fig. 6.4a shows that the
RW-CNN has a better training speed compared to the standard training method.
For examples, at the same training time of 13.21 minutes, the RW-CNN achieves
MSE of 0.51 whereas the standard training method only reaches to 0.76. Because
the training MSE is evaluated on the original training set, the MSE for RW-CNN
fluctuates but it is lower compared to the MSE for standard CNN.
Figure 6.4b shows the averaged classification rates on the original training set
as a function of training time for both training methods. The result shows that the
RW-CNN obtains higher classification rates in a faster time. For example, to reach
to a CR of 85.4%, the RW-CNN takes 17 minutes whereas the standard training
method needs 44 minutes. Furthermore, the amount of computation required for
each epoch of the RW-CNN is less compared to the standard method. In this
experiment, a RW-CNN epoch takes on average 3.7 seconds, whereas a standard
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between the standard CNN training and RW-CNN training
algorithm in terms of convergence speed on gender classification task.

Table 6.1: Convergence speeds of standard CNN training and RW-CNN training
method on gender classification task
Training
Learning time(m)
Total
Algorithms Mean Std. Dev. Clustering time (m)
CNN
59.09
18.32
none
59.09
RW-CNN
31.03
8.90
0.04
31.06

CNN epoch takes approximately 12.6 seconds. The RW-CNN finishes training 500
epochs in an average of 31 minutes, which is more than three time faster than the
standard training method. Figure 6.5 shows the average CRs on the original training
set and on the test set as the function of training epochs.
The comparative training time of the standard CNN training and RW-CNN
training methods are shown in Table 6.1. These results show that the RW-CNN
training method takes less time to learn the entire training set compared to the
standard one. On average, the RW-CNN takes only 31 minutes to train. In comparison, the standard CNN training method takes on average one hour. Note that the
one-time cost of finding cluster depends on the clustering algorithm and the number
of clusters. In the gender classification task, for a dataset of 1408 samples in a
36 × 32 dimensional space, the time taken to form 634 clusters is about 2 seconds.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between standard CNN training and RW-CNN training
method in terms of average classification rates on (a) the original training set and
(b) the test set.

6.3.4

Classification accuracy and generalization performance

The following experiment is conducted to analyze the generalization performance
of the proposed CNN training compared to its traditional training method. The
comparison is based on the five-fold cross validation on the entire dataset of 1762
face patterns. For each fold, 1408 patterns were used for training and validating and
354 patterns were used for testing. The average classification rate on test set, over
the five folds, is used as an estimate of generalization performance. The standard
CNN training employs the entire original training set whereas the proposed training
approach (RW-CNN) uses reduced number of training samples of 634 samples. The
reduced training set is obtained by performing an unsupervised clustering on the
original training set. The classification rates and area under the ROC curves rates
of networks trained with different CNN training methods are presented in Table 6.2,
and the ROC curves are shown in Fig. 6.6.
The standard CNN training and RW-CNN training method achieve similar classification rates of 92.11% and 93.13%, respectively. This is remarkable because the
RW-CNN only uses 45% of the training samples, is twice faster in term of learning
time, and still achieves a comparable classification rate.
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6.4

Chapter summary

This chapter presents an application of the proposed machine learning approach
to convolutional neural networks. A weighted resilient back-propagation training
algorithm based on the proposed machine learning approach for CNNs has been
presented. Several experiments are conducted on gender classification of facial images to analyze the convergence speed and classification accuracy of the RW-CNN
training algorithm. Compared to the standard CNN training, our RW-CNN has
better convergence speed and less memory requirement. In term of classification accuracy, classification rates between different training methods (standard CNN and
RW-CNN) are almost identical. This is remarkable, since the RW-CNN is only
trained on a reduced smaller training set. The experiment results show that it it

Table 6.2: Comparison of generalization performance of standard CNN and RWCNN training methods on gender classification task.
Training
Classification rate 95% confident AUC
method
on test set (%)
interval
CNN
92.11
[90.85, 93.37] 95.80
RW-CNN
93.13
[91.95, 94.31] 96.28
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of gender classification performances of networks produced
by standard CNN training and RW-CNN training method in term of (a) correct detection rate versus false detection rate (%); (b) classification error rate and training
time. The error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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possible to train a CNN network using only a fraction of the original training set and
achieves a similar classification rate. Therefore, the key interest is the computational
efficiency. In many practical applications the standard CNN training approach is
infeasible because of the amount of training data; our approach can be easily applied
to train networks in much shorter time and produce networks of smaller size.
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Support vector machines (SVMs) are a machine learning technique for solving
pattern recognition problems. They have demonstrated a superior generalization
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ability and global optimal solution compared to other methods. Their applications
spread in many areas such as hand written digit recognition [51], text classification
[131], face detection [52], and gender classification [132]. SVMs are inspired from
statistical learning theory and originally developed for binary classification problems
[133]. Unlike traditional methods such as neural networks, SVMs are based on
structural risk minimization (SRM) principle and therefore overcome the problems
including local minimization, curse of dimensionality, and overfitting [51]. Given a
training set, SVMs map the original input space into a higher dimensional feature
space through a nonlinear mapping. In this space, an optimal separating hyperplane
is constructed on the SRM to maximize the margin between two classes.
SVM training involves solving a quadratic programming (QP) problem characterized by a dense n × n matrix, where n is the number of samples in the dataset.
Finding solutions to the QP problem is computational intensive because time complexity of at least quadratic on the number of training samples is required and space
complexity is of order O(N 2 ). Therefore, it is a real challenge for designing SVM
classifiers to deal with real-world applications where the dataset is composed of
thousands of data samples. To alleviate the computational burden in SVM training,
many algorithms have been developed including decomposition techniques, combination of model techniques, and data reduction techniques. These algorithms are
reviewed in Section 7.2.
Besides from the limitation when applying to large datasets, SVM classifiers are
sensitive to class imbalance datasets, resulting in a decrease in the classification
performance on the positive class. In highly imbalanced datasets, there are more
samples from one class than another; and this class imbalance problem is severe
in many real-world applications where the emphasis is on the minority class. In
standard SVM training, all training sample are treated equally and since one class
has far more samples compared to the other, the generated classifier is more likely
having a strong estimation bias toward the majority class [134].
In this chapter, we propose a new training method for SVMs, named reduced
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weighted SVM (RW-SVM) to address the computational load and the class imbalance problem. The principal idea of the RW-SVM is to reduce the original training
set to a manageable size via unsupervised clustering. To compensate for information
loss during clustering, we introduce a weight factor that is associated with each new
labeled training sample, and adjust the objective function to include the weight factor in each penalty term. The proposed SVM training method is suitable for many
real-world applications where the saliency of training data varies significantly from
sample to sample, or there is significant data redundancy.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 describes the SVM architecture
and its mathematical model. Section 7.2 presents a review of existing SVM training
algorithms for solving the large scale data. Section 7.3 presents the proposed technique for training SVMs. Section 7.4 presents experiments and analysis. Finally,
Section 7.5 gives a summary of the chapter.

7.1

Architecture of Support Vector Machines

In this section, we give a brief review of the architecture of support vector machines
for binary classification problems. Here, two SVMs are discussed: hard-margin,
where training data are linearly separable in the input space, and soft-margin, where
training data are not linearly separable. We then review some SVM training methods
for multi-class problems.

7.1.1

Hard-Margin

Let DM = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xM , yM )} be the training set, where xi is a ddimensional training input, and yi is the associated label and in {+1, −1}, yi = +1
for class 1, and yi = −1 for class 2. Assuming that the data are linearly separable
in the input space, then the decision function is defined as

f (x) = wT x + b,

(7.1)
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Optimal hyperplane
Maximum
margin

Figure 7.1: An example of optimal separating hyperplane in a 2-dimensional space.
There are number of possible hyperplanes that can separate the two classes. However, only the optimal hyperplane has the maximum margin between the two classes.
The support vectors, filled with black color, are on the dashed lines.
where w is an d-dimensional vector, b is a bias term. For i = 1, 2, . . . , M , the
decision rule is given by the sign of f (x),

yi (wT xi + b) > 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(7.2)

There are an infinite number of decision functions that satisfy (7.2), see Fig. 7.1.
However, there is one only optimal hyperplane that maximizes the margin between
the classes. Once, the optimal hyperplane is selected, the generalization ability is
also maximized. The optimal hyperplane can be determined by minimizing

1
1
Q = ||w||2 = wT w
2
2

(7.3)

with respect to w and b, and subject to the constraints in (7.2).
The optimization problem of (7.3) is a convex quadratic program that can be
solved using Lagrange multiplier method. By introducing Lagrange multipliers αi
(i = 1, 2, . . . , M ), the constrained problem given by (7.3) and (7.2) is converted into
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the unconstrained problem of minimizing
M

X
1
αi {yi (wT xi + b) − 1}.
Q(w, b, α) = wT w −
2
i=1

(7.4)

The solution of the optimization problem is given by the saddle of the Lagrangian
function Q and satisfies the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions:

M

X
∂Q(w, b, α)
= w−
αi yi xi = 0,
∂w
i=1

(7.5)

M

X
∂Q(w, b, α)
= −
αi yi = 0,
∂b
i=1

(7.6)

αi {yi (wT xi + b) − 1} = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , M,

(7.7)

αi > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(7.8)

The training sample xi with nonzero Lagrangian coefficient αi 6= 0 are called support
vectors. From (7.5) and (7.6), we have:

w=

M
X

α i yi x i ,

(7.9)

i=1

and
M
X

αi yi = 0.

(7.10)

i=1

The coefficients αi can be found by substituting (7.9) and (7.10) in (7.4) and solving
the following dual problem:

Maximize Q(α) =

M
X
i=1

αi −

M
1X
αi αj yi yj xTi xj
2 i,j=1

(7.11)

with respect to αi and subject to the constraints
M
X

yi αi = 0,

αi > 0

for i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(7.12)

i=1
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By substituting (7.9) to (7.1), the decision function is given by

f (x) =

X

αi yi xTi x + b,

(7.13)

i∈S

where S is the set of support vector indices. A new data point x is classified into
class 1 if f (x) ≥ 0 and into class 2 if f (x) < 0.

7.1.2

Soft-Margin

Previously, in hard-margin SVMs, linearly separable training data are assumed. In
soft-margin SVMs, we consider the training data that are not linearly separable.
Nonnegative slack variables ξi are introduced into (7.2) to relax the hard margin
constraints as follows:

yi (wT xi + b) > 1 − ξi ,
ξi > 0

for i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(7.14)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(7.15)

Thus, the optimal separating hyperplane is obtained by minimizing
M

X
1
ξi
Q(w, b, ξ) = kwk2 + C
2
i=1

(7.16)

subject to the constraints in (7.14) and (7.15), where ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξM )T and C is
the margin parameter that determines the trade-off between maximizing the class
margin and minimizing the training error ξi . Similarly to linearly separable case,
Lagrange multipliers αi and βi are introduced to solve the optimization problem.
Thus, the Lagrangian function is obtained as follows:
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M

Q(w, b, α, β) =

X
1
||w||2 + C
ξi
2
i=1
−

M
X
i=1

T





αi yi (w xi + b) − 1 + ξi −

M
X

βi ξi .

(7.17)

i=1

According to the KKT theorem, the solution of the optimization problem is given
by the saddle point of the Lagrangian function. Equation (7.17) is minimized with
respect to w and b and maximized with respect to nonnegative αi and βi . Then, we
obtain the following dual problem: Maximize

Q(α) =

M
X
i=1

αi −

M
1X
αi αj yi yj xTi xj
2 i,j=1

(7.18)

subject to the constraints
M
X

yi αi = 0,

C > αi > 0

for i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(7.19)

i=1

The decision function is similar to that of the hard-margin support vector machines
and is given by
f (x) = sign

S
X
i=1


αi yi xTi x + b ,

(7.20)

where S is the number of support vectors.

7.1.3

Kernel approach

In many practical applications, training data are not linear separable. Therefore, the
SVM classifier might not have high generalization ability, even though the optimal
hyperplane is determined in the original input space. To improve the separability of
input patterns, they are mapped nonlinearly into a higher-dimensional space before
linear separation is performed. Figure 7.2 shows how transformed data in higher
dimensional space is linearly separable. Data in the input space (on left) are not
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Figure 7.2: Mapping data to higher dimensional space: data on the input space are
not linearly separable, by mapping it to a higher dimensional space, the mapped
data are linearly separable.
linearly separable. By mapping it from R2 into R3 via φ(x1 , x2 ) = (x21 ,

√

2x1 x2 , x22 ),

the mapped data in feature space is linearly separable.
Let Φ(.) be the mapping function that maps the m-dimensional input vector x
into the l-dimensional feature space, then the decision function in the feature space
is defined as

f (x) = hw, φ(x)i + b,

(7.21)

where h·, ·i denotes the dot product. The dual problem in (7.18) in feature space is
then given as follows: Maximize

Q(α) =

M
X
i=1

αi −

M
1X
αi αj yi yj hφ(xi ), φ(xj )i
2 i,j=1

(7.22)

subject to the constraints
M
X

yi αi = 0,

C > αi > 0

for i = 1, 2, . . . , M.

(7.23)

i=1

According to Mercer’s theorem, for a symmetric function K(x, y) satisfies Mercer’s
conditions, there exists a mapping function φ(.) such that K(x, y) = hφ(x, φ(y)i.
Hence, Equation (7.22) is reduced to
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Q(α) =

M
X
i=1

αi −

M
1X
αi αj yi yj K(xi , xj ),
2 i,j=1

(7.24)

where K(xi , xj ) is a kernel function.
There exists many kernels that are used in support vector machines [135]. The
choice of kernel is problem dependent. It has to be chosen carefully since an inappropriate kernel leads to poor performance. In this section, we discuss three common
kernels.
• Linear kernel: When a classification problem is linearly separable in the
input space, it is not required to map the input space into a high-dimensional
space. In this case, we use linear kernel:

K(xi , xj ) = xTi xj .

(7.25)

• Polynomial kernel: The polynomial kernel with degree p, where p is a natural number, is given by

K(xi , xj ) = (xTi xj + 1)p .

(7.26)

• Radial Basis Function kernel: The Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel is given by
K(xi , xj ) = exp(−γkxi − xj k2 ),

(7.27)

where γ is a positive parameter controlling the radius.

7.1.4

Multi-class model of SVMs

Support vector machines are originally formulated for two-class problems, and its
extension to solve multi-class problems is not straightforward because SVMs use
direct decision functions. Here, we discuss three main approaches which have been
suggested for applying SVMs to handle multi-class problems [51, 133, 136, 137, 138].
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• One-Against-All SVM: Vapnik [133] first presented one-against-all algorithm, in which an k-class problem is decomposed into k binary class problems
and for the i-th binary class problem, class i is separated from the remaining
classes. For a given input xi , there are k discrete decision functions that separate one class from the remaining classes. xi is classified to be in one of k
classes that gives the largest decision value. However, in this formulation of
one-against-all SVM with discrete decision functions, unclassified regions exist and the accuracy is very low. To resolve this problem, continuous decision
functions are used instead of discrete decision functions [51].
• One-Against-One or pairwise SVM: In the one-against-one algorithm
[136], a k-class problem is converted into k(k − 1)/2 two-class problems, which
cover all pairs of classes. A series of classifiers is applied to each pair of
classes, and the final decision of pairwise SVMs are obtained by combining
all the two-class classifiers with a voting scheme such as max-win majority
voting. Pairwise SVMs reduce the unclassified regions that occur for oneagainst-all SVMs, but they still present. To resolve the problem, Platt et al.
[137] proposed decision directed acyclic graph (DDAG) method to assign an
unclassified region to one class. The training of DDAG is still the same as the
standard pairwise SVM. However, the advantage of DDAG is that it leads to
faster classification. Only (k − 1) decision functions are required whereas the
conventional pairwise SVM requires to compute k(k − 1)/2 decision functions.
• Error-Correcting Output Code (ECOC) SVM: Dietterich and Bakiri
[138] proposed using error-correcting output codes for solving multi-class problems. Output coding consists of two phases: training phase and prediction
phase. In the training phase, a number of independent binary classifiers is
built in which each classifier distinguishes one class to the rest. In the prediction phase, error-correcting codes are used to encode decisions of the binary
classifiers to improve generalization ability. In addition, output coding resolves
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the unclassified regions in one-against-all and pairwise SVMs.

7.2

Related works

Having discussed the problems that SVM classifier faces when applying in large-scale
applications, we now give a brief review of state-of-the-art algorithms to address
these problems in this section. These algorithms can be categorized into decomposition techniques, model combination techniques, and data reduction techniques.

7.2.1

Decomposition techniques

To train SVM with many samples, one approach is to decompose the original optimization problem into a series of smaller sub-problems. The decomposition splits
QP problem into an active set (or ‘working-set’) and inactive set, and solve the
problem iteratively. The decomposition technique is applied in the SVM package
SVMlight [139]. Well-known decomposition techniques are Chucking algorithm [51],
Osuna decomposition algorithms [52], and Sequential minimal optimization (SMO)
[53, 54]. These techniques require a long training time because of scanning over the
dataset several times to converge. Practically, these techniques convert a memory
load problem into a time cost.

7.2.2

Combination model

The combination model of SVMs is another approach to solve SVMs learning problem on a very large dataset. The key idea of this technique is that instead of using
the entire dataset to train, the training set is splited into several sub-sets and single
SVMs is assigned to train on the respective training subsets. The results from each
subset are then combined to form a final solution. An example of the combination
model of SVMs is the parallel mixture of SVM proposed by Collobert et al. [140].
Each SVM model is trained on a small subset, which can be implemented in parallel.
Then a gater such as linear hyperplane or multilayer perceptron is used to combine
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all the outputs of sub-SVM models. This method differs from other mixture models
in that it automatically assigns the training samples to different SVM according to
the prediction made by the gater. In a similar approach, Huang et al. proposed a
modular network implementation for SVM [141]. Each SVM of the modular network
is allocated to train in a non-overlapped sub-region. Each SMV model is associated
with a neural quantizer module, which is then used to form the final prediction
instead of using a gate network. From the experiments presented in [141], in term
of learning time, the SVM modular network is superior to a single SVM and still
maintaining a comparable generalization performance. However, the shortcoming
of this approach is that as the number of modulus increases, the number of support
vectors and the amount of memory also increase.
Another technique is applying the Bayesian committee machine (BCM) to support vector machine. The Bayesian committee support vector machine (BC-SVM),
proposed by Schwaighofer and Tresp [142], uses BCM to divide data into M sets
of approximately equal size and M SVM models are built on those sets. The final
prediction is the combination of all individual models using a Bayesian weighting
scheme. However, the computational complexity of the BCM scales linearly with the
number of training samples, and the optimal number of models must be determined.

7.2.3

Data reduction techniques

Many data reduction techniques have been proposed to speed up SVM training. In
these techniques, the original training set is reduced to a smaller size to accelerate the
training process. To achieve this, one simple method is to randomly select a training
subset. For example, Lee and Huang [143] proposed the reduced SVM. In this
approach, a small portion, which is selected at random from a much larger dataset,
is learned by forming the appropriate kernel relationship between the original and
reduced sets. Although random sampling reduces data significantly, the quality of
selected data does not guarantee. Good or informative samples may mix with noisy,
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redundant, and irrelevant data samples in the selected subset.
Recently, selective sampling or active learning has been used to reduce the number of training data samples [131, 144]. Active learning optimizes learning from
a minimum number of data points, by selecting training samples from the entire
dataset. It is an iterative process that avoids redundant or non-informative samples. In SVM training, a SVM model is constructed from an initial small subset
of samples. The trained model is then used to query new samples to add to the
existing training set, and this step is repeated until convergence. At each iteration, this approach essentially selects data points close to the decision boundary,
because they have a higher chance of being the support vectors. Examples of SVM
training based on active learning include probabilistic active support vector learning
algorithm [145] and confident-based active learning [71].
Another method of selecting training data points is guided by the decision boundary rather by sub-sampling. The motivation of this method is that according to the
architecture of SVMs, only data points that are near the decision boundary have a
higher change of being support vectors. Other data points can be discarded without affecting the generalization performance. A numbers of algorithms have been
proposed to predict samples that are near the decision boundary and discard other
insignificant samples. In [146], Abe and Inoue proposed a classifier based on the Mahalanobis distance to find data samples that are near the decision boundary. Wang
et al. [147] proposed the confidence measure-based method and Hausdorff distancebased method for selecting data near the boundary. Recently, Angiulli et al. [148]
proposed to use the nearest neighbor condensation algorithm to select a subset data
which is near the decision boundary to train SVMs. Other methods combine data
reduction and divide-and-conquer approach such as a method proposed by Dong et
al. [149]. A parallel optimization process is introduced to eliminate most of nonsupport vectors. The original problem is decomposed into many sub-problems which
are then solved quickly by multiple SVMs. Then a new training set, which is formed
by collecting support vectors from the optimization sub-problems, is employed to
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train the final SVM classifier.
There have been many algorithms developed based on clustering analysis to select
meaningful data for training SVMs efficiently. Almeida et al. [150] suggested to use
K-means clustering as a preprocessing stage to reduce training samples, hence decreasing the training time. The principal idea is that clusters formed by samples that
belong to the same class are removed and only cluster centers are used. However,
samples from clusters with more than one class are retained and used for training.
Sun et al. [151] also proposed to use K-means clustering to select training samples
along the boundary of clusters. However, these methods do not scale very well to
large-scale data, since K-means clustering algorithm also suffers from large and highdimensional datasets. To fix this problem, Yu et al. proposed a Clustering-Based
SVM (CB-SVM), which is designed for handling very large datasets. However, the
CB-SVM method is limited to linear kernels. In [152], hierarchical clustering analysis
is employed to speed up the training time of SVMs. The authors proposed to use the
Dynamically Growing Self-Organizing Tree (DGSOT) [153] to select training data at
the decision boundary for training SVMs. The algorithm in [152] shows significant
speed improvement in training SVMs, however, it also decreases the generalization
performance compared to the conventional SVM training. Recently, Cervates et al.
[154] proposed a two stage SVM classification that uses a minimum enclosing ball
(MEB) clustering to reduce training data.

7.3

The proposed SVM training approach

In this section, a reduced weighted SVM (RW-SVM) that combines supervised
and unsupervised learning for designing SVM classifiers with large or imbalanced
datasets is presented. Given an original training set of M training samples, we first
apply unsupervised learning to each class independently to extract a smaller set
of salient training exemplars. These training samples are represented by weighted
cluster centers and target outputs. In our method, an optimal number of clusters is
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not required. We only need to approximately partition the training data to obtain
the centroids and the statistical summaries of these centroids. In the subsequent
SVM training, to compensate for information loss during clustering, we introduce a
weight factor that is associated with each new labeled training sample, and modify
the objective function to include the weight factor in the penalty term.
For a binary classification problem, a reduced training set D of size K is given
as
D = {(xi , yi )| xi ∈ ℜN , yi ∈ {1, −1}},

(7.28)

where xi indicates the training vector of the i-th sample, and yi denotes its target
value, and i = 1, 2, . . . , K. The aim of machine learning is to find a classifier f (x)
so that f (xi ) ≈ yi , for all i. In SVM learning, the input vector xi is projected onto
a high-dimensional Hilbert feature space using a kernel function Φ(xi ). A maximalmargin hyperplane is then used to separate the data in the feature space. The
classification hyperplane is defined as

hw, Φ(x)i + b = 0,

(7.29)

where the weight vector w and the bias b are to be estimated from the training data,
and h·, ·i denotes the dot product. Thus the decision function f (x) is

f (x) = sign(hw, Φ(x)i + b).

(7.30)

The objective of SVMs is to find the hyperplane with the maximum margin
between the two classes. This can be obtained by solving the quadratic optimization
problem. In standard SMV training, samples are given equal weighting, and the cost
parameter C, which determines the trade-off between maximizing the class margin
and minimizing the training error ξ, is fixed throughout the training process. In our
approach, each training sample is associated with a probability mass Pi , where
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K
X

Pi ∈ (0, 1) and

Pi = 1.

(7.31)

i=1

Since Pi is the probability mass of the corresponding point xi , and ξi is a measure
of classification error, the term Pi ξi is a measure of error with different weighting.
Hence, we reformulate the optimal hyperplane problem as

K

min
subject to

X
1
Q(w, b, ξ) = kwk2 + C
Pi ξi
2
i=1

(7.32)

yi (hw, Φ(xi )i + b) ≥ 1 − ξi

(7.33)

ξi ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , K,
where ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξK )T are the classification errors. To solve this constrained
optimization problem, we introduce non-negative Largrangian multipliers αi and βi .
The optimization problem becomes: Minimize
K

X
1
Q(w, b, α, β) =
||w||2 + C
Pi ξi
2
i=1
−

K
X
i=1

αi (yi (hw, Φ(xi )i + b) − 1 + ξi ) −

K
X

βi ξi ,

(7.34)

i=1

where α = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αK )T and β = (β1 , β2 , . . . , βK )T . For the optimal solution,
the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions must be satisfied:

K

X
∂Q(w, b, α, β)
= w−
αi yi Φ(xi ) = 0
∂w
i=1

(7.35)

K

X
∂Q(w, b, α, β)
= −
α i yi = 0
∂b
i=1

∂Q(w, b, α, β)
= Pi C − αi − βi = 0.
∂ξ

(7.36)
(7.37)

Substituting these conditions into equation (7.34), we obtain the following dual
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problem: Maximize

Q(α) =

=

K
X

K
1X
αi αj yi yj hΦ(xi ), Φ(xj )i
2 i,j=1

i=1

αi −

K
X

K
1X
αi αj yi yj K(xi , xj )
αi −
2 i,j=1

i=1

(7.38)

subject to
K
X
i=1

yi αi = 0 0 ≤ αi ≤ Pi C,

i = 1, 2, . . . , K.

(7.39)

Note that the kernel trick K(xi , xj ) = hΦ(xi ), Φ(xj )i is used in Equation (7.38).
The KKT conditions of RW-SVM become

αi (yi (hw, Φ(xi )i + b) − 1 + ξi ) = 0,

i = 1, 2, . . . , K

(7.40)

(Pi C − αi )ξi = 0,

i = 1, 2, . . . , K.

(7.41)

The point xi with the corresponding nonnegative αi is called a support vector. The
optimal value of weight vector w∗ is obtained from the KKT conditions in (7.35) as

w∗ =

K
X

αi yi Φ(xi ) =

i=1

S
X

αi yi Φ(xi ),

(7.42)

i=1

where S is the set of support vector indices. The optimal value of bias b∗ can be
determined from the KKT conditions in (7.40). Once the optimal pair (w∗ , b∗ ) is
determined, the decision function is given by

f (x) = sign(hw∗ , Φ(x)i + b∗ )
S
X
= sign(
αi yi K(x, xi ) + b∗ ).

(7.43)

i=1
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7.4

Experiments and analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the RW-SVM training approach on
two problems: (i) income prediction on the UCI Adult census dataset [110] and (ii)
gender classification of facial images on the standard FERET dataset [130]. These
problems are previously presented in Chapter 5 and 6. We conduct experiments
to compare different techniques of data reduction to our proposed technique. We
also analyze the capability of the RW-SVM when applying to a large dataset and
compare with other SVM training algorithms such as the well-known LibSVM [155],
and SVMLight [139] in terms of training speed and generalization performance. The
RW-SVM training method is implemented in Matlab based on the SVM Toolbox
written by Canu et al. [156]. All experiments are done in a Intel Quad Core 2.66GHz
machine with 3G memory.
In all of our experiments, a five-fold cross validation was performed on the entire
dataset of 45, 222 patterns for the Adult dataset and 1762 face patterns for the
FERET dataset. In the Adult dataset, for each fold, 36, 179 patterns were used for
training and 9043 patterns were used for testing. In the FERET dataset, for each
fold 1408 face patterns were used for training and 354 face patterns were used for
testing. The final classification rates were obtained by averaging over the five folds.

7.4.1

Comparison of data reduction techniques

There are numerous existing techniques for data reduction in SVM training, as
reviewed in Section 7.2.3. In this section, we analyze three data reduction techniques:
Random-SVM, Cluster-SVM and RW-SVM.
• Random-SVM: Samples are selected randomly from the original dataset.
• Cluster-SVM: Representative training samples are found via clustering as the
cluster centroids; no information on the cluster size is used.
• RW-SVM: This is the proposed SVM training that takes into account both
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Table 7.1: Comparison of three SVM training techniques on gender classification
task
Number of
Average classification rates
training samples
on test set (%)
%
size
Random-SVM Cluster-SVM RW-SVM
30
424
93.42
95.35
95.35
35
494
94.78
95.12
95.06
40
564
94.61
95.91
95.86
45
634
94.84
96.03
96.20
50
706
95.29
95.46
95.63

Table 7.2: Comparison of three SVM training techniques on income prediction task
Number of
Average classification rates
on test set (%)
training samples
%
size
Random-SVM Cluster-SVM RW-SVM
3
1086
83.24
83.25
84.12
1448
83.47
83.53
84.30
4
5
1808
83.69
83.80
84.36
6
2170
83.74
84.03
84.42
7
2532
83.91
84.09
84.41
8
2894
83.94
84.08
84.44

cluster centroids and custom weights.
The k-means algorithm is adopted in our study for clustering. Each technique
(Random-SVM, Cluster-SVM and RW-SVM) is applied to train SVMs with the
RBF kernel. The SVM classifier has two key parameters: the penalty parameter C
and γ of the RBF kernel. These parameters are determined though cross validation.
In the gender classification task, the number of training samples varies from 30%
to 50% of the original training set of 1408 patterns. In the income prediction task,
the number of training samples varies from 3% to 8% of the original training set of
36, 179 samples.
The classification rates (CRs) of the different SVMs training techniques for different sizes of the training set on the gender classification problem and income
prediction task are presented in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, respectively. The classification rates of the three training techniques versus the number of training samples
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Figure 7.3: The classification rates of three SVM training techniques when different
numbers of training samples are used.

are presented in Fig. 7.3.
Clearly, using unsupervised clustering to select training samples (Cluster-SVM
and RW-SVM) achieves higher classification rates compared to selecting training
samples randomly (Random-SVM). Furthermore, the proposed SVM training approach RW-SVM, achieves the highest CR, among the three tested techniques. Compared to other techniques, the improvement in the classification rate of RW-SVM is
most significant when the number of training samples is small.

• For gender classification task on 424 training samples, RW-SVM has a CR of
95.35% with 95% confident interval of [94.37, 96.33], whereas Random-SVM
has a CR of only 93.42%.

• For the incomes prediction task, the RW-SVM, trained on only 3% of original
training set, achieves a CR of 84.12%, whereas the Random-SVM achieves a
CR of 83.24% only.

These results show that combining clustering to select informative samples and the
new objective function provides extra information in the extracted training samples.
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7.4.2

Comparison of training performance

In this section, we study the capability of the RW-SVM when applying to large
datasets and compare its learning speed and generalization performance with different SVM training algorithms including LibSVM [155] and SVMLight [139]. For
LibSVM and SVMLight training algorithms, the entire original training set of 1408
patterns for gender classification and 36, 179 samples for income prediction task
are used for training. The reduced weighted SVM training uses only a fraction of
the original data size: 634 cluster centroids for gender classification task and 2170
cluster centroids for income prediction task. Five-fold cross validation is used to
optimize the parameters (C and γ) for each method.
The classification rates of different training algorithms are shown in Table 7.3
and Table 7.4 for gender classification task and incomes prediction task, respectively. The RW-SVM training achieves almost similar classification rates compared
to other SVM training algorithms. For gender classification task, the classification rates of different algorithms are: LibSVM = 96.48%, SVMLight = 96.25%, and
RW-SVM = 96.20%. For income prediction task, the classification rates of different
algorithms ares: LibSVM = 84.34%, SVMLight = 84.35%, RW-SVM = 84.30% at
1448 samples, and RW-SVM = 84.42% at 2170 samples. This is remarkable because
the proposed SVM training uses only a fraction number of training examples.
Furthermore, the amount of memory to store the RW-SVM model (i.e. the support vectors) is significantly less compared to LibSVM and SVMLight . For examples,
in gender classification, RW-SVM classifier has 82, 152 stored parameters (325 sup-

Table 7.3: Performance measures on gender classification FERET dataset for different SVM classifiers: The hyperparameters (C and γ) for LibSVM, SVMLight , and
RW-SVM are (3.5, 0.029), (3.3, 0.024), and (212 , 0.018), respectively
Training
Algorithms
LibSVM
SVMLight
RW-SVM

Number
of data
1408
1408
634

CR
(%)
96.48
96.25
96.20

95%
C.I. (±)
0.86
0.89
0.89

Number
of SVs
751
679
326

Training
time(s)
44.49
21.39
21.63

Clustering
time(s)
0
0
2.19

Total
time(s)
44.49
21.39
23.81
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Table 7.4: Performance measures on incomes prediction task on Adult dataset for
different SVM classifiers: The parameters (C and γ) for LibSVM, SVMLight , and
RW-SVM are (3.5, 0.05), (3.5, 0.05), and (214 , 0.125), respectively
Training
Algorithms
LibSVM
SVMLight
RW-SVM

Number
of data
36179
36179
1448
2170

CR
(%)
84.34
84.35
84.30
84.42

95%
C.I. (±)
0.335
0.335
0.335
0.334

Number
of SVs
13462
13466
787
1199

Training
time(s)
2854
4240
33.55
83.37

Clustering
time(s)
0
0
53.75
83.45

Total
time(s)
2980
4349
87.29
166.82

port vectors × 252 features) whereas LibSVM has 189, 252 stored parameters (751
support vectors × 252 features) and SVMLight has 171, 108 stored parameters (679
support vectors × 252 features). The improvement is even more significant on the
income prediction task. For the reduced weighted SVM training, the number of support vectors needed is only 787 and 1199 for training with 1448 and 2170 samples,
respectively. In comparison, for the conventional SVM training, the LibSVM and
SVMLight classifier require 13, 462 and 13, 466 support vectors, respectively.
In term of learning speed, Fig. 7.4 shows that the RW-SVM is superior compared
to LibSVM and SVMLight . On the gender classification task, the total learning time
of RW-SVM (including clustering time) is 23.81 seconds, that is almost twice faster
than LibSVM and comparable to SVMLight . The results are more significant on
a large dataset. On the Adult income prediction dataset, the RW-SVM trained
on 1448 takes on average 87.29 seconds to learn the entire data training data and
evaluate the test data. It is 34 times faster than LibSVM and 50 times faster than
SVMLight . It should, however, be noted that the RW-SVM is entirely implemented in
Matlab, whereas the LibSVM and SVMLight are compiled C-coded. In summary, the
experimental results show that, compared to conventional SVM training (LibSVM
and SVMLight ), the RW-SVM can achieve similar classification rates. However, RWSVM produces a much smaller number of support vectors and takes much shorter
time to train and test.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of performances for different SVM classifiers in term of
training time and classification error rates.

7.5

Chapter summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the concept of support vector machines and its
architecture. Although SVM is well-known for its excellent generalization performances and global optimal solution, one major shortcoming of SVM is its intensive
computational complexity which is quadratic to the number of training patterns.
This prevents SVM applying to large datasets. A comprehensive review of related
works to design efficient training algorithms for SVM is presented. This chapter
has also presented a reduced weighted SVM training algorithm, RW-SVM, which is
designed for handling large-scale applications efficiently. Comparison of the developed training SVM with its variants are conducted on several benchmarks and the
results suggest that the proposed SVM training produces a much smaller number
of support vectors and has superior performance in term of training speed while
maintained comparable overall generalization performance.
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Existing classification models such as decision tree, neural networks, support vector machines, Bayesian network, and k-nearest neighbor are built on an adequate,
representative and relatively balanced set of training data to draw an estimated
decision boundary amongst different classes. These learning algorithms have been
developed and applied to many domains including financial forecasting [157], text
document classification [113], image and video retrieval [122], handwritten digit
recognition [158], speech recognition [115], gender classification [159], face detection
[116] and face recognition [117]. Despite recent progress in machine learning, developing efficient algorithms that learn from imbalanced datasets remains a challenging
problem.
The imbalanced class distribution is regarded as having significantly more training instances of one class compared to other classes. Standard machine learning
algorithms perform poorly on imbalanced datasets because they aim to optimize
the overall classification accuracy or a related measure, on which the prevalent class
has significant impacts. Therefore, the decision boundary established by standard
machine learning algorithms tend to be biased towards the prevalent class. As the
result, unseen samples from the small class are more likely to be misclassified and
treated as noise. Many real world applications such as medical diagnosis, fraud
transactions detection, oil spill detection and text classification often encounter the
imbalanced class distribution. In those applications, the minority class accuracy is
of the most interest.
In this chapter, we firstly identify the characteristics of the problem and review
current state-of-the-art learning algorithms to tackle this problem. Secondly, we employ the proposed learning algorithms including RW-SVM and W-MLP presented
in the previous chapters to handle the class imbalance problem. Hence, this chapter
consists of four sections. Section 8.1 identifies the problems associated with imbalanced datasets. Section 8.2 reviews current state-of-the-art techniques for tackling
these problems. Section 8.3 presents the implementation of the developed learning
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algorithms to imbalanced datasets. Section 8.4 presents experiments and analysis.
Finally, Section 8.5 presents a summary of the chapter.

8.1

Class imbalance problem

In several applications, class imbalance is an intrinsic property. For example, in
credit card usage data, there are very few cases of fraud transactions as compared
to normal transactions. However, imbalanced data also occur in areas that do not
have an inherent imbalance problem. Instead, the imbalance is mainly caused by
limitations in collecting data, such as cost, difficulty, and privacy. Class imbalance
presents several difficulties in learning, including inappropriate use of performance
measures, imbalance in class distribution, lack of data, and concept complexity.

8.1.1

Imbalance in class distribution

The class imbalance exists between classes (inter-class) or within a single class (intraclass). For inter-class imbalance, the number of examples of the one class is much
larger than the number of examples of another class, i.e. the minority class. The
degree of imbalance is represented by the ratio of sample size of the minority class
to that of the majority class. Most classification techniques such as decision tree,
discriminant analysis and neural network assume that training samples are evenly
distributed amongst different classes. However, in real-world applications, the ratio
of minority to majority samples can be as low as 1 to 100, 1 to 1000 or 1 to 10, 000.
Hence, the standard classifiers are affected by the prevalent classes and tend to treat
the small classes as noise.
In tasks that involve learning a concept or detecting an event, data imbalance can
appear within a single class. The within-class imbalance occurs when a class consists
of several sub-clusters and these sub-clusters do not have the same number of samples
[160]. The within-class and between-class imbalances together are known as the
problem of small disjuncts [161], in which classifiers are biased towards recognizing
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large disjuncts correctly, but overfitting and misclassifying samples represented by
small disjuncts. In most classification tasks, the presence of within-class imbalance
is implicit. It is known to have negative effects on the performance of standard
classifiers and increases the complexity of concept learning [162]. However, most
existing methods for class imbalance focus mainly on rectifying the between-class
imbalance, and ignore the case where imbalance occurs within each class. Note that
the imbalance ratio between classes is not the only factor that reduces classification
performance; other factors such as training size and concept complexity also affect
performance.

8.1.2

Lack of data

Lack of data is described as the small number of samples associated with the minority
class in either an absolute sense or relative rarity [88]. In a given classification task,
the size of dataset plays an important role in building a good classifier. Lack of
samples, therefore, makes it difficult to uncover regularities in the small classes.
Figure 8.1 illustrates an example of the problem caused by lack of data. When
there is sufficient data for training, the estimated decision boundary (dashed line)
approximates well the true decision boundary (solid line). However, when there
is a lack of data, the estimated decision boundary can be very far from the true
boundary. In fact, it has been shown that as the size of training set increases, the
error rate caused by imbalanced training data decreases [163]. Weiss and Provost
conducted experiments on twenty six datasets, taken from the UCI repository, to
investigate the relationship between the degree of class imbalance and training set
size [164]. They showed that with more available training samples, the classifiers
are less sensitive to the level of imbalance between classes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1: The effect of lack of data on classifier training. The solid line represents
the true decision boundary, and the dashed line represents the estimated decision
boundary in a 2-D plane. The x and y axes are the feature values.

8.1.3

Concept complexity

Concept complexity is an important factor in a classifier ability to deal with imbalanced problems. Concept complexity refers to the level of separability of classes
within the data. Japkowicz and Stephen reported that for simple datasets that are
linearly separable, classifier performances are not susceptible to any amount of imbalance [163]. As concept complexity increases, the class imbalance factor starts
affecting the classifier generalization ability. High complexity or inseparable data
refers to highly overlapped classes and high noise level. When samples of different
classes overlap in the feature space, finding the optimum class boundary is difficult.
Most accuracy-driven algorithms are biased toward the prevalent class. That is,
they improve the overall accuracy by assigning the overlapped area to the majority
class, and ignore or treat the small class as noise [165].
The class imbalance problem is more significant when the datasets have a high
level of noise. Noise in datasets can emerge from various sources, such as when
samples are poorly acquired or incorrectly labeled. It is known that noisy data affect
many machine learning algorithms; however, Weiss showed that noise has an even
more serious impact when learning with imbalanced data [88]. The problem occurs
when samples from the small class are mistakenly included in the training data for
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the majority class, and vice versa. For the prevalent class, noise samples have a less
impact on the learning process. In contrast, for the small class it takes only a few
noise samples to influence the decision boundary. For a complex and imbalanced
dataset, the challenge is how to train a classifier that correctly recognizes samples
of different classes with high accuracy.

8.2

Existing approaches

To cope with imbalanced datasets, many studies have been conducted to improve
traditional learning algorithms. In this section, we review several approaches both
at the data level, such as re-sampling and combinations, and at the algorithmic level,
such as recognition-based approach, cost-sensitive learning and ensemble learning.

8.2.1

Sampling approaches

One common approach of solving class imbalance problem is sampling. The key
idea is to pre-process training data to minimize discrepancy between the classes. In
other words, sampling methods modify the prior distributions of the majority and
minority class in the training set to obtain a more balanced number of instances
in each class. In this section, we study the two basis sampling methods, namely
under-sampling and over-sampling.
Under-sampling extracts a smaller set of majority samples while preserving all
the minority samples. An algorithm that selects samples randomly is summarized
in Table 8.1. The prevalent class instances are randomly removed until a balanced
ratio between all classes is reached. Under-sampling is suitable where the number
of majority samples is very large. This is because lessening the training instances
reduces the training time and storage. However, a drawback with under-sampling
is that discarding samples leads to loss of informative majority class samples and
degrade classifier performance.
Over-sampling is another approach to dealing with imbalanced data. It in120
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Table 8.1: The under-sampling algorithm
1. Let D be the original training set, Di be its subset comprising all
the i-th class examples and Mi be the number of samples in
the Di subset (i = 1, 2, ..., R).
2. Suppose that ranking class is according to Mi , M1 ≤ M2 ≤ . . . ≤ MR .
3. For class 1 to R, randomly select M1 number of examples
from Di and put these selected examples into D∗ .
4. Train a classifier from D∗ .
Table 8.2: The over-sampling algorithm
1. For class 1 to R, randomly resample with replacement [MR − Mi ]
examples from Di and put these selected examples into D∗ .
2. Train a classifier from D∗ .
creases the number of minority instances by replicating them [163, 166]. The advantage is that no information is lost as all instances are employed. However, oversampling also has its own drawbacks. By creating additional training instances,
over-sampling leads to a higher computational cost. Moreover, if some of the small
class samples contain labeling errors, adding them will actually deteriorate the classification performance on the small class [167]. Lastly, over-sampling duplicates
minority samples rather than introducing new data, so it does not address the underlying lack of data. Table 8.2 presents a summary of an over-sampling algorithm.

Although sampling methods are widely used for tackling class imbalance problems, there is no established way to determine the suitable class distribution for
a given dataset [164]. The optimal class distribution depends on the performance
measures and varies from one dataset to another. Recent variants of over-sampling
and under-sampling overcome some of the weaknesses. For example, one popular
over-sampling approach is SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique),
which adds information to the training set by introducing new, non-replicated minority class examples [166]. Generative over-sampling, proposed in [168], is a variation
of SMOTE. It creates new data points by learning from available training data. In
other words, a probability distribution is selected to model the available minority
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class examples. Then new examples are generated from this model. A drawback
of this method is that when the number of examples of the minority class is not
adequate, the estimated probability distribution that model the actual data distributions may not be accurate.
In under-sampling scheme, instead of eliminating instances randomly, Yu et al.
proposed a deterministic method to resampling the majority class instances [169].
The method uses vector quantization, a lossy compression method, on the majority
class to build a set of representative local models and use them for training the
SVM. Yen and Lee proposed a cluster-based under-sampling technique, in which
clustering is employed for selecting the representative training samples [170]. Yen
and Lee reported that this approach empirically outperforms other under-sampling
techniques. Yoon and Kwek proposed a new clustering technique called Class Purity
Maximization (CPM), to reduce the imbalance ratio [171]. CPM partitions the data
space into clusters, and removes regions that consist of high majority class purity.
Hence, only regions containing minority samples are used to build a predictive model.
CPM reduces the imbalance ratio and makes the learning task more tractable.
Active learning is another solution to class imbalance problem. Ertekin et
al. proposed using active learning to select informative samples of the training set
[172]. Similar to resampling, active learning creates balanced training sets. This
technique focuses on querying samples near the classification boundary rather than
selecting randomly any sample. Active learning gives the classifiers the ability to
select examples adaptively. Furthermore, the risk of losing important information
is reduced, compared with the under-sampling approach. Active learning does not
create extra data as in over-sampling.

8.2.2

Recognition-based approach

A recognition-based or one-class learning approach is an alternative solution where
the classifier is modeled on training samples of the minority class in the absence of
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training samples of the majority class. An early system that utilizes this recognitionbased approach was proposed in [173]. It uses neural networks and attempts to learn
only from the target class examples and thus recognizing the target concept, rather
than differentiating between majority and minority samples of a concept. One-class
learning approach is also applied to auto encoder-based classifiers [174], SVMs [175],
and ensemble one-class classifiers [176]. Here, similar patterns from positive examples of a concept are learned, classifiers are then presented with unseen examples,
classification is accomplished by imposing a threshold on the similarity value. A too
high threshold will reject positive samples, while a too low threshold will include
more negative samples. Since the threshold draws the class boundaries, choosing
an effective threshold is crucial in one-class learning. Japkowicz shows that using
one-class learning approach to solve the imbalanced class problem is better than using discriminative (two-class learning) approach [160]. However, recognition-based
approach cannot be applied to many machine learning algorithms such as, decision
tree, Naive Bayes, and associative classifiers. These algorithms are constructed from
samples of more than one class.

8.2.3

Cost-sensitive learning

In many applications such as medical diagnosis, fraud detection, intrusion prevention and risk management, the primary interest is in fact the small classes. In
these applications, it is not only the data distributions that are skewed, but so
are the misclassification costs. Most classical learning algorithms assume that all
misclassification errors cost equally, and ignore the difference between types of misclassification errors. One practical solution to this problem is to use cost-sensitive
learning methods [177].
A cost-sensitive learning method takes misclassification cost into consideration
during model construction and produces a classifier that has the lowest cost. In
a two class problem, C(+, −) signifies the cost of misclassifying a positive sample
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as the negative sample, and C(−, +) denotes the cost of the contrary case. Costsensitive learning methods consider that it is more expensive to misclassify a true
positive instance than a true negative instance, that is C(+, −) > C(−, +). For a
two-class problem, a cost-sensitive learning method assigns a greater cost to false
negatives than to false positives, hence resulting in a performance improvement with
respect to the positive class.

Existing cost-sensitive learning can be divided into two different categories. The
first category consists of algorithms that optimize a cost-sensitive function directly.
One example is cost-sensitive decision tree [178] that directly takes costs into model
building. The misclassification costs are used to choose the best attribute as a root
of the tree. The second category is a collection of existing cost-insensitive learning
algorithms that are converted into cost-sensitive ones. This category, also known
as cost-sensitive meta-learning, can be further divided into sampling, weighting,
thresholding, and ensemble learning. Methods in the weighting group [179] convert
sample-dependent costs into sample weights; in other words, they assign heavier
weights to the minority training instances. Different weighting strategies have been
reported: Nguyen and Ho proposed to weight samples of the minority class based on
the local data distributions [180], and others suggested to weight training samples
based on posterior probability [181]. Zhou and Lui conducted a rigorous comparison
of oversampling, and under-sampling, threshold-moving and ensemble classifiers in
training cost-sensitive neural networks [182]. They found that, threshold-moving
and ensemble learning are relatively good choices in both two-class and multi-class
tasks. However, cost-sensitive learning approach assumes the misclassification costs
are known. In practice, specific cost information is often unavailable because costs
depend on a number of factors and they are not easy to compare. Weiss found that
cost-sensitive classifiers would lead to over-fitting during training [88].
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8.2.4

Ensemble learning

An alternative solution for the class imbalance problem is ensemble learning, in
which multiple classifiers are trained from the original data and their predictions
are combined. Boosting [81] and bagging [82] are two widely known ensemble approaches. Boosting algorithms, such as AdaBoost [183], improve performance of
weak classifiers by forcing the learners to focus more on the difficult examples.
Boosting algorithms have been adapted to address the problem with small classes.
At each boosting iteration, the distribution of training data is altered by updating the weight associated with each sample. Examples of boosting algorithms to
address the class imbalance problems are SMOTEBoost [166], DataBoost-IM [184],
and cost-sensitive boosting [185]. Both DataBoost-IM and SMOTEBoost improve
boosting by combining data generation and boosting steps. To avoid over fitting,
SMOTEBoost alters the data distribution by adding new minority class samples
using the SMOTE algorithm [166].
DataBoot-IM, proposed in [184], generates data to balance not only the class
distribution but also the total weight within the class. Through experiments on
17 datasets, the authors showed that DataBoost method improves the predictive
accuracies of both majority and minority classes. A cost-sensitive boosting algorithm
was proposed in [185], in which misclassification costs are integrated into AdaBoost
learning. The AdaBoost weight-update strategy is altered so that the weights of
misclassified samples from the small class increase at a higher rate compared to
those of the prevalent class. The weights of correctly classified samples from the
small class reduce at a lower rate, compared to those from the prevalent class.
Bagging is an ensemble-based meta-learning approach. Most current bagging
methods use a similar learning procedure: re-sampling subsets from a given training
set, building multiple base classifiers on those subsets, and combining their predictions to make final prediction [82]. Several algorithms based on a variety of
sampling strategies are proposed, for example roughly balanced (RB) bagging [186],
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underBagging [187], overBagging and SMOTEBagging [188].
• In underBagging, each subset from the training set is created by under-sampling
the majority classes randomly to build a classifier. RB bagging is a variation
to underBagging: it makes use of both minority samples and under-sampling
majority samples. However, RB bagging uses an effective under-sampling technique based on negative binomial distributions.
• In comparison, overBagging forms subsets simply by over-sampling the minority classes randomly.
• SMOTEBagging [188] differs from underBagging and overBagging in that it
generates synthetic samples during subset construction.
The main advantage of bagging is that it maintains the class distribution of the
training set. However, bagging relies on a simple strategy such as changing the
bag size or sampling method that is very limited for dealing with class imbalance
problem.

8.3

Application to imbalanced data

Machines that learn from examples, such as neural networks and support vector
machines, have proven to be an important pattern classification tool. However,
they are highly sensitive to imbalanced data. In the previous chapters, we have
presented the proposed learning algorithms for feed-forward neural networks and
SVM classifiers. In this chapter, we apply these algorithms, W-MLP and RW-SVM,
to learning with imbalanced datasets. Details of implementing these algorithms are
presented in Chapters 5 and 7. Next, we will give an overview of strategy of applying
these algorithms to handling the class imbalance problem.
In a standard supervised learning, the goal is to minimize the risk function. During the training process, a penalty will be assigned to the risk function if there is
a misclassified example. For imbalanced training datasets, the number of training
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samples from the minority class is outnumbered by the training samples of the majority class. Hence, the larger portion of penalties comes from the majority class and
pushes the decision boundary toward the minority class. This causes high misclassification rate on the minority class. To solve this problem, one popular approach is
to undersample the majority class to form a more balanced training dataset. Here,
we propose to use unsupervised clustering to undersample the training data.
Unsupervised clustering is applied independently on each class to extract cluster
centroids which form a more compact representation of the original dataset. Here,
we address the class imbalance problem by assigning the same number of clusters to
each class. In the extreme imbalanced cases, unsupervised clustering is applied on
only the majority class. The minority class examples are kept as original samples.
The number of cluster centroids in the majority is set to be equal to the number
of examples in the minority. The key difference of this approach to random undersampling method is that it replaces samples of the majority class by a smaller set of
cluster centroids to represent original samples rather than randomly removing samples. The newly formed training examples are represented by cluster centroids and
cluster sizes. To minimize the information loss during clustering, each new training
sample is associated with a weight that is defined proportional to the number of
samples of the class to which the new training exemplar belongs to. The methods
of defining the weights are presented in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3.

8.4

Experiments and analysis

The empirical studies examine the proposed learning algorithms when applied to
class imbalance problem in two aspects:
• We first analyze the effect of class imbalance problem (CIP) when training
conventional neural networks and SVM on imbalanced datasets and compare
their performances with the proposed ones, W-MLP and RW-SVM on Adult
and Abalone datasets.
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• We then compare the proposed learning algorithms with other algorithms,
including random undersampling, random oversampling, deterministic undersampling [182], and SMOTE [166] on tackling the class imbalance problem on
two-class and multi-class problems.
In our experiments, the RPROP training algorithm for feed-forward neural networks and the LibSVM library [155] are employed as the standard SVM classifier.
Since a classification rate is not appropriate to evaluate performance of classifiers on
imbalanced datasets, we employ AUC (area under the ROC curve) and the Kubat’s
G-means metric as performance metrics. All the comparison are based on five-fold
cross validation. For each fold, each dataset is partitioned into 80% as training and
20% as test set. The classifiers are trained on the training set and their performance
is measured on the test set.

8.4.1

Effect of CIP on supervised learning

For this analysis, twenty two-class datasets are derived from the Abalone and the
Adult datasets, according to the following strategies:
• Nine datasets are generated from the Adult dataset by fixing number of training samples in the negative class and randomly selecting training samples
from the positive class. The imbalance ratio (majority versus minority) of
these datasets varies from 20 to 100.
• Eleven datasets are generated from the Abalone dataset by considering one
class as the positive class and the rest as the negative class. Hence, the imbalance ratio on these datasets varies from 5 to 66. Information about these
datasets is presented in Table 8.3.

• MLP classifiers: The performance of standard MLP compared with W-MLP
training algorithm on Adult dataset is reported in Table 8.4. The results are
also depicted in Fig. 8.2. These results show that both training algorithms,
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dataset
Adult01
Adult02
Adult03
Adult04
Adult05
Adult06
Adult07
Adult08
Adult09
Abalone01
Abalone02
Abalone03
Abalone04
Abalone05
Abalone06
Abalone07
Abalone08
Abalone09
Abalone10
Abalone11

Table 8.3: Summary of datasets
# Examples # Attributes Class (min.: maj.)
25716
14
1225:24491
25307
14
816:24491
25103
14
612:24491
24981
14
490:24491
24899
14
408:24491
24841
14
350:24491
24797
14
306:24491
24763
14
272:24491
24736
14
245:24491
4177
8
Age>12
4177
8
Age>13
4177
8
Age≤6
4177
8
Age>14
4177
8
Age>15
4177
8
Age>16
4177
8
Age≤5
4177
8
Age>17
4177
8
Age>18
4177
8
Age≤4
4177
8
Age>19

Imb. Ratio
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
5.0
7.5
8.3
10.5
15.0
20.5
21.1
29.7
43.4
55.4
66.4
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Table 8.4: Performance comparison of the standard MLP and W-MLP classifier on
Adult dataset at different imbalance ratio
Imbalance
ratio
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

MLP
87.68
86.34
84.83
83.78
83.56
81.15
79.91
79.15
78.51

AUC
W-MLP
88.19
87.13
86.87
86.61
86.38
86.17
86.37
86.30
86.10

G-means
MLP W-MLP
80.18
80.24
79.70
79.27
78.89
79.08
78.49
78.89
78.72
78.92
77.27
78.61
76.74
78.86
76.24
78.92
75.53
78.74

CR Positive
MLP W-MLP
81.87
85.14
81.19
83.05
79.75
83.12
80.53
84.25
81.89
84.51
75.76
82.95
71.87
83.95
69.18
83.37
67.97
83.56

CR Negative
MLP W-MLP
78.55
75.65
78.28
75.68
78.11
75.26
76.58
73.93
75.72
73.72
79.09
74.53
82.23
74.08
84.29
74.73
84.20
74.22

MLP and W-MLP, perform well when the imbalance ratio is not very high.
However, the G-means and AUC of standard MLP training deteriorates as the
imbalance ratio increases.
• SVM classifiers: We also observe the same behavior in SVM classifier.
Table 8.5 presents the performance of standard SVM compared to RW-SVM
on Abalone data at different imbalance ratios. For standard SVM classifier,
as the imbalance ratio increases, the classification rates of the positive class
decline significantly. At ratios of 43.4 : 1 and 66.4 : 1, the decision boundary of
SVM is completely pushed towards the positive class, and therefore, the SVM
simply classifies all the samples into negative class. The RW-SVM shows superior class prediction accuracy on positive class over the standard SVM while
maintaining a relatively similar accuracy on negative class, see Fig. 8.3.
In this experiment, we demonstrated that the conventional training neural networks and SVM suffer from high rates of false negatives when the majority class
has far more training samples compared to the minority ones and they are sensitive
to imbalanced datasets. Secondly, we show that the proposed learning algorithms,
M-MLP and RW-SVM, can overcome this problem and effectively learn from imbalanced datasets.
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Figure 8.2: Performance comparison of the standard MLP and the W-MLP classifier
on Adult dataset at different imbalance ratio.
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Figure 8.3: Performance comparison of the standard SVM and RW-SVM classifier
on Abalone dataset at different imbalance ratio.
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8.4.2

Benchmark comparisons

In this study, we investigate the performance of the W-MLP and RW-SVM algorithm, and compare with other methods to address the class imbalance problem,
including random undersampling (RUSP), random oversampling (ROSP), deterministic undersampling (DUSP) [182], and the minority-oversampling SMOTE [166].
The experiments are conducted on seven UCI datasets of two-class and multi-class
problems. Descriptions of these datasets are in Table 8.6. The first two datasets
(Glass7 and Ecoli4) have a low imbalance ratio, whereas the Yeast9vs1, Yeast5 and
Thyroids are slightly imbalanced. The Abalone19 and Page-block are the most
imbalanced in this study.
Two-class problem:
The base classifier for our analysis is SVM. The experiment was carried out ten
times on five-fold cross validation. Tables 8.7 and 8.8 report the comparative results
on two-class problem datasets using the G-means metric and area under the ROC
curves (AUC), respectively. Mean and standard deviations are also presented in
these tables. The average classification rates by class for different algorithms are
presented in Fig. 8.4.

Table 8.5: Performance comparison of the standard SVM and RW-SVM classifier
on Abalone dataset at different imbalance ratio
Imb.
ratio
5.0
7.5
8.3
10.5
15.0
20.5
21.1
29.7
43.4
55.4
66.4

SVM
86.77
85.30
92.40
82.19
85.86
82.57
91.26
83.35
70.84
97.81
78.81

AUC
RW-SVM
87.02
87.77
94.69
89.07
90.89
91.16
98.82
90.98
92.02
99.47
94.13

G-means
SVM RW-SVM
61.02
68.46
45.96
66.38
72.74
85.73
40.45
67.97
34.37
68.53
22.66
65.75
75.06
90.73
14.84
66.50
0.00
69.11
65.66
93.68
0.00
72.01

CR Positive
SVM RW-SVM
38.53
49.93
21.43
46.53
53.79
77.68
16.48
48.35
11.88
49.04
5.15
45.36
56.61
84.66
2.21
46.32
0.00
50.00
43.24
89.19
0.00
53.23

CR Negative
SVM RW-SVM
96.65
93.86
98.56
94.68
98.36
94.61
99.27
95.54
99.46
95.76
99.65
95.31
99.52
97.24
99.90
95.47
100.00
95.52
99.71
98.39
100.00
97.42
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Table 8.6: Description of the benchmark datasets used in the experiments
dataset
Glass7
Ecoli4
Yeast9vs1
Yeast5
Abalone19
Thyroids
Page-block

# Ex.
214
336
483
1484
4177
6000
5473

# Att.
9
7
8
8
8
21
10

Class (min., maj.)
7 vs remainder
imU vs. remainder
POX vs. CYT
ME2 vs. remainder
19 vs. remainder
166/368/5466
4913/329/28/88/115

# Pos.
29
35
20
51
32
-

# Neg.
185
301
463
1433
4145
-

Imbalance Ratio
1:6.4
1:8.6
1:23.2
1:28.1
1:129.5
1:2.2:32.9
175.5:11.8:1:3.1:4.1

The standard SVM has the lowest G-means rates across all datasets. This results
show that SVM is highly sensitive to imbalanced datasets. Tradition SVM classifier
has high classification rates on the negative class but scores very low in the positive
class (the target class). When the dataset is highly imbalanced (Abalone19), SVM
cannot make accurate prediction (0% of G-means). Compared to other algorithms
such as RUSP, DUSP and SMOTE, RW-SVM achieves the highest or comparable to
other algorithms in both G-means prediction accuracy and AUC — the best results
are marked in bold. For example, in Abalone19 dataset, RW-SVM obtains 71.4%
prediction accuracy in G-means, that is 20.7%, 5.9% and 3.1% improvement over
SMOTE, RUSP and DUSP, respectively.
In terms of AUC, again RW-SVM shows improvement on high imbalanced datasets.
The AUC values of RW-SVM on Ecoli4 and Abalone19 are 96.3% and 84.8%, respectively, whereas DUSP only scores 89.0% and 70.1%. We also observe that random
undersampling achieves, in most cases, better G-means than SMOTE. The learning
time of RUSP, DUSP and RW-SVM is faster than SMOTE due to smaller training
set. In terms of prediction accuracy by class, RW-SVM produces classifiers with
high favor in classifying a positive sample with a higher rate than other algorithms,
and maintaining relatively good classification rates on the negative class compared
to other methods. For example, in Yeast5 problem, the classification rates on the
positive class of RW-SVM, SMOTE, DUSP, and SVM are 74.51%, 66.67%, 60.78%,
and 15.69% respectively.
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Figure 8.4: Classification rates of positive and negative classes for different training
techniques on two-class problems.
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Table 8.7: Performance comparison in term of G-means prediction
two-class problems: The value following “±” is standard deviation
dataset
SVM
RUS
DUSP
SMOTE
Glass7
92.6 ± 8.0 96.2 ± 4.6 97.5 ± 4.4 97.7 ± 4.5
Ecoli4
72.7 ± 12.7 91.4 ± 8.5 88.7 ± 12.0 88.2 ± 4.5
Yeast9vs1 44.7 ± 31.6 80.5 ± 12.7 77.3 ± 15.6 44.2 ± 22.2
Yeast5
39.5 ± 22.9 79.1 ± 8.9 75.6 ± 8.5 77.8 ± 7.6
Abalone19 0.0 ± 0.0 68.3 ± 12.1 65.5 ± 14.5 50.7 ± 12.6

accuracies on
RW-SVM
97.5 ± 4.4
92.1 ± 4.5
80.6 ± 18.5
81.9 ± 9.1
71.4 ± 10.4

Table 8.8: Performance comparison in term of AUC (in %) on two-class problems:
The value following “±” is standard deviation
dataset
SVM
RUS
DUSP
SMOTE
RW-SVM
Glass7
97.3 ± 0.1 95.4 ± 8.7 95.4 ± 8.6 95.4 ± 8.6
95.3 ± 8.7
Ecoli4
95.4 ± 2.7 93.7 ± 1.9 89.0 ± 3.8 94.5 ± 4.3 96.3 ± 2.6
Yeast9vs1 79.1 ± 15.3 72.4 ± 14.4 79.6 ± 20.8 68.2 ± 17.0 80.8 ± 13.0
Yeast5
79.8 ± 10.7 82.2 ± 14.2 87.2 ± 5.3 84.7 ± 7.6 88.8 ± 13.1
Abalone19 72.9 ± 0.1 78.3 ± 14.2 70.1 ± 12.8 75.5 ± 0.1 84.8 ± 7.3

Multi-class problem:
The base classifier for our analysis is multilayer feed-forward neural networks with
RPROP training algorithm. The comparison on the robustness of different methods
are shown in Table 8.9 and 8.10 for Thyroids and Page-block multi-class problems,
respectively. Classification rates for each class are also depicted in Fig. 8.5.
The confusion matrix and G-means metric are used for evaluation of different
methods for the multi-class imbalance problems. The results presented in Tables 8.9
and 8.10 show that the overall prediction accuracy (in G-means) of random undersampling, random oversampling, SMOTE, and W-MLP are better than of the
standard MLP algorithm. Amongst these algorithms, W-MLP achieves the highest G-means in both problems, 78.65% for Thyroids and 73.91% for Page-block
problem, that is an improvement of 3.12 percent and 24.39 percent over random
undersampling on Thyroids and Page-block problems, respectively.
In term of class prediction accuracy, the standard MLP training algorithm achieves
high classification rates on majority classes and perform poorly on small classes. The
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Figure 8.5: Classification rates of each class for different training methods on (a)
Thyroids dataset with class 3 being the majority class, and (b) Page-block dataset
with class 1 being the majority class.

performance of W-MLP on small classes is better than other methods in tackling
the multi-class imbalance problem. For example, in the Page-block problem, classification rate on class 3 (the minority class) of W-MLP, SMOTE, ROSP, and RUSP
are 93.20%, 63.60, 92%, and 16%, respectively. It is noteworthy that random undersampling method has a negative effect on the Page-block problem. The CR of the
minority class (class 3) has been reduced from 24% to 16% when applying RUSP
algorithm on the Page-block problem.
In summary, the experimental results suggest that: (i) a higher degree of class
imbalance poses a serious problem when conducting supervised learning with the
conventional neural networks and SVM learning methods; (ii) on both two-class
and multi-class problems, random sampling methods and SMOTE are effective, but
the proposed learning methods perform better.

8.5

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have addressed aspects of the class imbalanced problem and
reviewed the current state-of-the-art learning algorithms. We also presented the implementation of the proposed learning algorithms for imbalanced datasets. Through
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Table 8.9: Performance comparison on Thyroids multi-class problem: Results are
averaged over five folds cross validation
Confusion
Estimated Classes
Algorithms G-means
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3
class 1
76.36
9.09
14.55
59.28
class 2
4.66
27.40 67.95
MLP
class 3
0.17
0.27
99.56
Confusion
Estimated Classes
Random
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3
Under
75.53
class 1
78.55 15.33
6.12
Sampling
class 2
1.86
72.60 25.53
class 3
1.11
23.34 75.55
Confusion
Estimated Classes
Random
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3
Over
78.23
class 1
89.45
9.45
1.09
Sampling
class 2
4.77
69.42 25.81
class 3
1.79
21.11 77.10
Confusion
Estimated Classes
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3
SMOTE
75.69
class 1
87.27 11.33
1.39
class 2
4.99
66.38 28.63
class 3
1.47
23.68 74.84
Confusion
Estimated Classes
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3
W-MLP
78.65
class 1
90.85
8.48
0.67
class 2
5.18
69.37 25.45
class 3
2.18
20.62 77.19
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Table 8.10: Performance comparison on Page-block multi-class problem: Results are
averaged over five folds cross validation
Algorithm G-means Confusion
Estimated Classes
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5
class 1
98.07
1.20
0.00
0.33
0.41
class 2
29.54 67.38
0.00
2.46
0.62
MLP
41.86
class 3
64.00
0.00
24.00
0.00
12.00
class 4
28.24
18.82
1.18
51.76
0.00
class 5
82.61
1.74
0.00
0.00
15.65
Confusion
estimated class
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5
Random
49.52
class 1
93.91
2.16
0.03
0.81
3.08
class 2
18.43 76.83
0.00
0.83
3.91
Under
Sampling
class 3
52.00
22.40 16.00
1.60
8.00
class 4
14.00
28.12
0.00
53.53
4.35
class5
49.13
2.70
0.00
0.00
48.17
Confusion
estimated class
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5
Random
73.54
class 1
83.13
3.98
2.67
1.55
8.67
class 2
16.46 43.38
6.89
26.22
7.05
Over
Sampling
class 3
8.00
0.00
92.00
0.00
0.00
class 4
2.35
3.06
5.76
82.82
6.00
class5
14.17
0.09
6.61
0.87
78.26
Confusion
estimated class
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5
class 1
81.84
3.85
2.77
1.48
10.07
58.55
class 2
15.35 56.89
4.18
17.38
6.18
SMOTE
class 3
33.20
0.00
63.60
0.40
2.80
class 4
4.00
1.06
2.00
87.18
5.76
class5
14.35
0.00
6.78
1.13
77.74
Confusion
estimated class
Matrix
class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5
class 1
82.48
4.50
2.54
1.61
8.87
73.91
class 2
16.65 44.52
5.08
26.03
7.72
W-MLP
class 3
6.80
0.00
93.20
0.00
0.00
class 4
2.35
3.18
5.29
83.18
6.00
class5
13.91
0.09
7.30
1.22
77.48
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empirical experiments, we showed that traditional neural network and SVM have
difficulties in constructing an effective classifier model from imbalanced datasets.
These difficulties include the imbalanced class distribution, the lack of data, and
the complexity of data. We showed that the proposed learning algorithms for MLP
and SVM can improve the classifier performance in all classes. We then analyzed on
the proposed learning algorithms and compared with the existing data resampling
techniques on two-class and multi-class problems. The empirical results on benchmark datasets demonstrated that the performances of proposed learning algorithms
are comparable or even better than other resampling techniques in dealing with
imbalanced data.
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Conclusion and Future work
Chapter contents
9.1

Summary of research outcomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142

9.2

Future research directions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144

This chapter brings together the various aspects of the research conducted so
far. The thesis is dedicated to the development of a new machine learning approach
for solving different types of problems. On the journey of establishing the new
learning approach, a comprehensive review is conducted on supervised and unsupervised learning. It was found that conventional machine learning algorithms have
drawbacks when dealing with large-scale and imbalanced data. Therefore, a new
learning approach has been developed based on the estimation of densities. The
proposed learning approach consists of two stages: (i) the unsupervised clustering
for the density function estimation and (ii) the weighted supervised learning. A
new distributed unsupervised clustering technique is proposed to compute the density function and to process large-scale data efficiently. The new learning approach
is implemented for different architectures including feed-forward neural networks,
convolutional neural networks and support vector machines. A number of learning
algorithms are proposed for neural networks and SVM to learn complex tasks from
large and imbalanced datasets in a high dimensional space. This chapter presents a
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summary of major contributions of this thesis in Section 9.1 and proposes directions
for future research in Section 9.2.

9.1

Summary of research outcomes

The main contributions of the thesis are summarized below:
1. The literature review analyzes two major paradigms in machine learning,
namely supervised and unsupervised learning. Chapter 2 describes key learning algorithms and theories that form the basis of machine learning. It also
reviews existing algorithms on solving different practical problems such as
large-scale and imbalanced data.
2. A new machine learning framework that combines supervised and unsupervised learning is presented in Chapter 3. The theoretical framework of the
new learning approach is developed for solving function estimation problems.
The contributions are the use of unsupervised learning to estimate the density
function and the proposed weighted empirical risk function. Different weighting strategies are proposed to tackle large scale and imbalanced datasets.
3. Unsupervised clustering techniques perform the data reduction, and generated results are employed for defining the weight factors. However, existing
partitioning clustering techniques do not scale very well to large and highdimensional datasets. In Chapter 4, a distributed clustering technique is proposed based on PCA sub-space division. The proposed technique can quickly
partition data and is capable of handling large and high-dimensional data. It
is used in the proposed learning approach.
4. Although there are significant progresses in using neural networks for pattern
classification, several issues still remain such as to learn a classification task
from large scale or imbalanced datasets. In Chapters 5 and 6, the proposed
machine learning approach is implemented for neural networks to tackle these
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issues. Chapter 5 focuses on multilayer feed-forward neural networks architecture and derives four new weighted algorithms for training feed-forward
neural networks. Chapter 6 presents the application to convolutional neural
networks where a weighted back-propagation training method is presented for
this network architecture. The proposed algorithms is then analyzed on the
gender classification of facial images. The new weighted training algorithm
reduces computation time and memory requirement while maintaining comparable classification accuracies.

5. Another machine learning technique for solving pattern recognition problems
is support vector machine. It is well-known for the excellent generalization
performances and global optimal solution. However, SVM training is computationally intensive for large datasets. Chapter 7 presents a comprehensive
review of current works on designing more efficient training algorithms for
SVM in large-scale applications. Chapter 7 also presents an efficient training
algorithm, RW-SVM, based on the new learning approach to allow SVM to
solve large scale applications. Comparing with the standard SVM training and
its variants, the proposed technique improves the training speed and enables
SVM to train efficiently with large datasets.

6. Different aspects of the class imbalanced problem are addressed in Chapter 8.
A review of the current state-of-the-art learning algorithms to tackle this problem is presented. Chapter 8 also presents the application of proposed learning
algorithms for MLP and SVM to imbalanced datasets. While existing techniques have difficulties in building effective classifier models from imbalanced
datasets, the proposed learning algorithms for MLP and SVM improve the
classifier performance for all classes.
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9.2

Future research directions

This research develops a new learning approach that combines supervised and unsupervised learning and can be easily implemented to solve large scale and imbalanced
data problems. There are many possibilities for future directions, some of which are
discussed below.
• Further investigation into unsupervised clustering is expected to improve the
overall performance of the proposed learning approach. The proposed learning
approach does not require choosing the best clustering algorithm because it
important only to partition quickly the original data. In Chapter 4, PCA is
proposed to reduce the dimension of the original data, hence speeding up the
clustering process. Other feature extraction methods that identify the underlying data structure can improve the speed and quality of clustering. Recent
approaches such as particle swarm optimization [189] can also be applied for
unsupervised learning.
• In this work, only the first order information of clusters, i.e. cluster mean and
size, is used to define weights for the reduced training samples. Further research into other weight assignment methods that use other cluster parameters
such as variance of clusters, and approaches that change weights adaptively
according to a criterion function are necessary.
• The accuracy of the weighted learning algorithms can be improved by employing ensemble methods such as bagging and boosting. Several classifiers can be
modeled on multiple reduced training sets and the final prediction is formed
by combining predictions of those classifiers. Implementing ensemble methods
can reduce the effect of initialization in clustering.
• Investigation on how the proposed learning framework can be used in conjunction with meta-learning algorithms such as Adaboost would extent this
work.
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• Research into metrics for the supervised learning process in tackling the class
imbalanced problem would further improve the performance of classifiers.
• Semi-supervised learning has received great attention from the machine learning community and has succeeded in many areas due to the fact that certain
semi-supervised assumptions hold for data distribution [190]. There are three
semi-supervised assumptions: semi-supervised smoothness, cluster, and manifold, which are summarized in [190]. These assumptions can be adopted to
extent the proposed framework.
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